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ABSTRACT 
Apodization, or spatial overlap weighting, is a common 
tap weighting technique for Surface Acoustic Wave filter 
transducers. The two most common apodization strategies 
are beam centered and slant centered overlap weighting. 
Two lesser known apodization geometries are beam spread 
overlap weighting and generalized distance weighting. 
A wide variety of SAW transducer weighting techniques 
are described. Analysis is focussed on the four 
apodization geometries listed above. An efficient track 
based modelling system is developed in order to accurately 
solve for the acoustic radiation profiles, apodization loss 
and frequency dependent acoustic conductance. This 
modelling system becomes the foundation for a set of 
apodized transducer simulation routines named 
"STRUCTURECAD." These routines may be used in conjunction 
with SAWCAD to generate complete filter response 
simulations based on the impulse response model and the 
electrical network responses. 
Computer simulations are carried out on filters whose 
transducers are weighted by the four apodization techniques 
described above. Transducer geometries are compared on the 
basis of these simulations for both an Eigen window filter 
and a low shape factor filter with time sidelobes. It is 
shown that the two less popular apodization geometries 
exhibit more favorable apodization loss characteristics. 
These transducers function more like amplitude weighted 
transducers than the beam and slant centered overlap 
transducers. Some apodized transducer filter responses are 
predicted to have less passband ripple than their amplitude 
weighted counterparts. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Bidirectional SAW Filters 
Acoustic Wave (SAW) filter is an 
implementation of a transversal filter on a polished 
piezoelectric substrate (11. SAW filters are bandpass in 
nature, operating in the 10 MHz. to 1 GHz. frequency range. 
SAW filters are fabricated using standard microelectronic 
techniques for metallization and photolithography. 
Applications for filtering are found in Radio Frequency 
communication and RADAR systems. 
SAW filters employ at least two electroacoustic 
transducers, one at the filter input and one at the filter 
output. Each transducer consists of a series of 
overlapping electrodes. Due to the piezoelectric effect, 
voltages are sampled acoustically at the filter input 
transducer. In a reciprocal manner, the surface wave 
generated is sampled electrically by the output transducer. 
A typical SAW device is illustrated in Figure 1. 
Each transducer's electroacoustic frequency response 
is obtained, to a first order, by the Fourier transform of 
the transducer's time sampled impulse response. The 
complete transfer function of a two transducer SAW filter 
2 
<.-...f\j'"• ... 
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Figure 1. A Typical SAW Device. 
is given by the product of the frequency responses of each 
transducer [21. Although the technology exists to build 
unidirectional SAW transducers (3,4], only bidirectional 
transducers are to be analyzed. 
There are 
electroacoustic 
Weighting Technigues 
many strategies used to implement 
sampling in interdigital transducers. 
These strategies, or weighting techniques, may be divided 
into three general groups, which are uniform weighting, 
amplitude weighting and spatial weighting. Various 
weighting techniques from all three groups are described in 
Chapter II. 
Four weighting techniques will be analyzed in detail. 
These techniques are .Beam Centered Overlap Apodization, 
Slant Centered Apodization, Beam Spread Apodization, and 
Generalized Distance Weighting Apodization. All four are 
periodic spatial weighting techniques. 
3 
Analysis Methods 
The analysis methods to be applied to the four 
transducer geometries of interest are described in Chapter 
III. Analysis is based on the impulse response model 
(115161. An efficient track analysis strategy is used to 
calculate conductance and apodization loss. A device 
simulation is used to compare the four transducers of 
interest. Chapter IV describes the results of this 
simulation applied to two filters. The four transducer 
geometries are compared on the basis of these results. 
CHAPTER II 
WEIGHTING TECHNIQUES 
"Weighting Techniques" refers to the strategy used to 
implement interdigital sampling in a SAW transducer. A 
variety of weighting techniques are available to the SAW 
designer. Weighting techniques may be divided into three 
general classes: uniform weighting, amplitude weighting 
and spatial weighting. 
Uniform Weighting 
Uniform weighting for periodic transducers results in 
every tap, or electrode overlap, having equal length. The 
typical SAW device illustrated in Figure 1 consists of two 
uniformly weighted transducers. Figure 2 illustrates the 
tapped delay line models associated with a uniform overlap 
transducer. The acoustic time delay between fingers is 
given as .6t. Since weighting is uniform, all taps have 
equal magnitude. In Figure 2(a), taps are modelled as 
occurring at positive fingers. Figure 2(b) represents 
finger overlaps as taps. 
Amplitude Weighting 
Amplitude weighting refers to tap implementation via 
wave amplitude modulation. The amplitude of the acoustic 
4 
Input 
Signal 
Input 
Signal 
{a) Taps At Positive Electrodes. 
(b) Taps At Electrode Overlaps. 
Figure 2. Tapped Delay Line Models for Uniformly 
Weighted Transducer. 
5 
signal leaving a finger is proportional to that finger's 
corresponding tap weight. Figure 3 depicts a schematic 
representation of a possible amplitude weighted transducer. 
6 
Amplitude weighted devices are advantageous over spatially 
weighted devices by having uniform beam profiles for all 
frequencies, therefore no apodization loss. Most amplitude 
weighted devices, however, are more difficult to fabricate. 
Amplitude weighting has been implemented both actively 
and passively. Active tap weight control has resulted in 
prototype programmable and adaptive filters [7,81. 
(a) Transducer Implementation. 
(b) Resulting Output Waveform. 
Figure 3. Schematic Representation of an Amplitude 
Weighted SAW Transducer. 
7 
Passive amplitude weighting is accomplished in 
capacitive tap weighted transducers through thin film 
capacitor attenuating networks [9]. Withdrawal weighting 
is still another form of amplitude ·weighting [ 10] • 
Withdrawal weighting approximates a desired time impulse 
response with groups of strategically placed uniform 
weighted finger pairs. 
weighted transducer. 
Figure 4 depicts a withdrawal 
- - - - - - - -
. 
- - - - -- ..... 
Figure 4. Withdrawal Weighted Transducer. 
Spatial Weighting 
Spatial weighting differs fundamentally from amplitude 
weighting by modulating the position rather than the 
amplitude of the acoustic signal. The most common approach 
to spatial weighting is apodization. 
8 
Apodized Transducers 
Apodized transducers are characterized by fingers 
whose lengths are a function of their corresponding tap 
weights. Figure 5 illustrates two apodized transducers. 
Apodized transducers are generally periodic, and are much 
easier to fabricate than amplitude weighted transducers. 
Apodized transducers distribute acoustic energy 
unevenly across the acoustic beamwidth. Because of this 
phenomenon, there is typically an apodization loss 
associated with every apodized transducer. It will be 
shown in Chapter III that apodized transducers may be 
divided into tracks and thought of as a parallel 
combination of uniform weighted transducers, each having a 
different frequency and/or phase response (111. 
Simple Apodization. A "simple" or "one-sided" apodized 
transducer is illustrated in Figure S(a). Active 
electrodes, connected by the active bus bar, are 
proportional in length to their corresponding positive tap 
weights. Reference electrodes are uniform in length and 
shorted together by the reference bus bar. It can be seen 
that closer to the active bus bar side, there are more 
active finger to reference finger overlap regions. This 
characteristic lends itself to the name "one sided overlap" 
apodization. 
Active Bus Bar 
Reference Bus Bar 
Ca) One Sided Overlap. 
Cb) Beam Centered Overlap. 
~~~ 
Signal 
Cc> Tapped Delay Line Model. 
Figure 5. Apodized SAW Transducers. 
9 
10 
Beam Centered overlap. An example of a beam centered 
overlap transducer is depicted in Figure 5(b). Regions of 
overlap are symmetrical about the center of the acoustic 
beamwidth and proportional to their corresponding tap 
weights. This approach is the most common SAW transducer 
implementation. The greatest number of overlaps occur at 
the center of the acoustic aperture. The beam centered 
overlap SAW transducer structure will be analyzed carefully 
in Chapter IV. 
Slant Centered Overlap. Whereas overlap regions in the 
beam centered transducer are symmetrical about the center 
of the acoustic beamwidthr slant centered transducer 
overlaps are symmetrical about a line which crosses the 
transducer diagonally. A slant centered overlap transducer 
is illustrated in Figure 6. 
As with the beam centered overlap transducer, overlap 
regions for the slant centered transducers are proportional 
to their corresponding sampled impulse response tap 
weights. However, it can be seen that the concentration of 
overlap regions towards the center of the beamwidth or 
towards either bus bar is much less extreme than for 
either the one sided or the beam centered case. The slant 
centered overlap geometry will be analyzed carefully in 
Chapter IV. 
11 
Figure 6. Slant Centered Overlap Apodized Transducer. 
Beam Spread Overlap Apodization. An example of a beam 
spread overlap apodized transducer is illustrated in Figure 
7. The beam spread geometry has two active bus bars. Like 
simple apodization, active electrode lengths are determined 
by the positive tap weights of the desired weighting 
function. Consecutive active electrodes originate from 
opposite bus bars except at time response null points, 
where two positive electrodes may not be separated by a 
reference electrode. As in the simple apodization 
structure, reference electrodes are uniform in length, each 
spanning the acoustic beamwidth. However, in lieu of a 
reference bus bar, reference electrodes are connected in 
series, forming a meandering reference line which weaves 
itself through the transducer. 
12 
Figure 7. Beam Spread Overlap Apodized Transducer. 
As the name "beam spread overlap" suggests, areas of 
overlap region concentration are spread across the width of 
the transducer. This structure will be analyzed in greater 
detail in Chapter IV. 
Distance Weighting. Distance weighting was proposed by 
Yamanouchi in 1980 as a low loss SAW filter weighting 
scheme (121. An example of a distance weighted filter is 
illustrated in Figure 8. 
Cross sections of distance weighted transducers 
parallel to the propagation direction are uniform. 
Distance weighted filter responses are synthesized by 
varying the filter group delay across the acoustic 
beamwidth. Frequency responses of tracks, or cross 
13 
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(a) Schematic Representation. 
(b) Filter Configuration. 
Figure 8. Distance Weighted SAW Filter (121. 
sections parallel to propagation direction, are identical 
in magnitude. Track responses do differ in phase due to 
their different group delays. 
Allowable transducer time responses are constrained by 
the fact that track time responses must be uniform. A 
result of this constraint is the fact that distance 
weighted filter transducers may not have time sidelobes. 
14 
Generalized Distance Weighting. An example of a 
generalized distance weighted transducer is shown in Figure 
9. Generalized distance weighted transducers may assume 
most arbitrary transducer weighting functions. 
- - -- -
-
-
- -- -
Figure 9. Generalized Distance Weighted SAW Transducer. 
For half of the transducer time response, the 
generalized distance weighted transducer resembles the 
simple apodized transucer described earlier. Active 
electrodes, shorted to the active bus bar, are proportional 
in length to their corresponding positive tap weights while 
reference electrodes span the acoustic beamwidth. For the 
second half of the transducer, however, reference 
electrodes are proportional in length to their 
corresponding negative sampled impulse response values 
while positive electrodes are of equal length across the 
15 
acoustic beamwidth. Regions of finger overlap are 
concentrated first on one side of the beam and then on the 
other, resulting in a general sharing of finger overlap 
areas across the beamwidth in the transducer. 
Although this geometry has been generalized for arbi-
trary time impulse responses, it resembles the transducer 
geometries in Yamanouchi's distance weighted filters. The 
difference is that acoustic beam tracks in generalized 
distance weighed transducer vary in magnitude as well as 
spatial phase. Generalized distance weighted transducers 
will be studied in greater detail in Chapter IV. 
Aperiodic Transducers 
Spatially weighted transducers may also be aperiodic. 
In dispersive transducers, the electrode periodicity is 
maintained parallel to the acoustic beamwidth but varies 
along the direction of acoustic propagation (131. A 
dispersive transducer is illustrated in Figure 10. Slanted 
finger transducers have fingers with constant periodicity 
parallel to the axis of propagation but varying periodicity 
across the transducer acoustic beamwidth (141. A slanted 
finger transducer is illustrated in Figure 11. 
16 
........ ..... 
Figure 10. Dispersive SAW Transducer.[131 
Figure 11. Slanted Finger SAW Transducer [141. 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS STRATEGY 
The frequency response of an apodized SAW transducer 
may be approximated, to a first order, by the Fourier 
Transform of the charge distribution on the electrodes 
resulting from the application of a voltage potential to 
one bus bar with respect to the other and assuming no 
piezoelectricity [51. Superposition theory may be used to 
evaluate this charge distribution and its Fourier transform 
[61. Superposition may also be used to simulate the 
transducer response on a track by track basis and then to 
include the effects of apodization loss, the transducer 
equivalent circuit and bidirectionality. Each of these are 
discussed in the following sections. The analysis strategy 
developed will then be used in Chapter IV to simulate 
frequency responses of apodized transducers of beam 
centered, slant centered, beam spread and generalized 
distance weighting geometries. 
Impulse Response Model 
The static charge distribution on the electrodes of a 
SAW transducer may be thought of as the convolution of a 
suitably chosen element factor with its corresponding array 
factor (61. The Fourier transform of the element factor is 
17 
18 
referred to as the element factor response. The Fourier 
transform of the array factor is called the array factor 
response. 
Element Factor 
Analysis of a transducer begins with the frequency 
domain analysis of a single active electrode surrounded by 
an infinite number of ground electrodes, as depicted in 
Figure 12. The element factor response is obtained from 
the Fourier transform of the resulting charge distribution 
on this element. Details are presented in Reference (151. 
0 0 0 f±1 \±1 gi ~ S? £±1 S? - - - - -: -: - - -
(a) A Single Element. 
0 0 0 
0 
(b) Resulting Charge Distribution. 
0 0 0 
) 
t 
0 0 0 
:> 
t 
Figure 12. Evaluation of the Element Factor. 
19 
Array Factor 
A SAW transducer may be modelled as the superposition 
of elements such as the one illustrated in Figure 12(a). 
One element would exist at every active electrode. The 
charge distribution under an entire device could then be 
modelled as the convolution of the charge distribution for 
a single element with an array of positive impulses, as 
shown in Figure 13. Each positive impulse in the array 
factor repesents an active finger. The Fourier transform 
of the transducer charge distribution would therefore be 
the product of the element factor response and the Fourier 
transform of the positive impulse array. The Fourier 
transform of this positive impulse array is referred to as 
the array factor response. 
For this model to be successful, it is important for 
the array factor to be properly formed. Each time impulse 
corresponds to a positive electrode. The spacing of 
impulses in time should be proportional to the spacing of 
positive fingers in the transducer. Each impulse must be 
weighted in proportion to its corresponding electrode 
length. 
(a) Apodized SAW Transducer. 
0 ~ t 
(b) Corresponding Array Factor. 
(c) Convolutions of· Element Factor 
With Individual Impulses. 
0 
Cd) Corresponding Charge Distribution. 
Figure 13. Charge Distribution Associated 
With a SAW Transducer. 
20 
t 
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Inconsistency of Finger Superposition 
It will be shown later in this chapter that by using 
track analysis, an apodized transducer may be modelled as 
the parallel combination of several uniform transducers. 
Consider the uniform transducer illustrated in Figure 14. 
A discrepancy arises in the analysis of this transducer due 
to the fact that it begins with a series of ground 
electrodes and ends with a series of active fingers. An 
infinite series of active fingers following a ground 
electrode should only produce acoustic energy near that 
ground electrode. This theoretical infinite series of 
fingers is approximated in a transducer by three or more 
fingers, which are enough to cause the electric fields and 
charge distributions to decay to a negligible amount. 
To correspond theoretically to this physical model, 
the array factor response for an infinite number of active 
taps must converge to the appr.oximation of 3 consecutive 
active taps. 
The array factor, AF(t), for an infinite sequence ·of 
active fingers beginning at a zero time reference is 
AF ( t) = b ( t) + b ( t - 4 t) + b ( t - 2 4 t) + o o o ( 1 ) 
or 
22 
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(a) Electrode Sequence. 
0 0 0 I I I I 0 ~ 0 
0 
(b) Corresponding Array Factor. 
Figure 14. Odd Symmetry Uniform SAW Transducer. 
00 
AF(t) = b(t-nAt) (2) 
n = O 
Since 
J" { b Ct - n .At)} = expCj2 n nf At) (3) 
and since we are operating in a linear system, the array 
factor response is evaluated as 
00 
AF(f) = exp(j2n nf At) (4) 
n = O 
23 
which will not converge. The finger superposition method 
therefore fails to model an infinite sequence of positive 
taps which follow or precede a negative tap. 
The finger element, as illustrated in Figure 12, shows 
that the finger superposition impulse response model cannot 
represent an infinite sequence of active fingers. Each 
active finger represents an element such as that shown in 
Figure 12(b). No matter how long the finger array is, the 
last finger will be followed by an infinite number of 
reference fingers. This final transition from positive to 
ground theoretically predicts acoustic generation at a 
point where physically there is no acoustic generation. 
Development of Overlap Superposition 
An element which lends itself to ·the modelling of 
abrupt sequences of active taps is the overlap element, as 
depicted in Figure 15 £51. The overlap element consists of 
an infinite sequence of reference electrodes followed by an 
infinite sequence of active fingers. The overlap element 
factor, denoted OEF(t}, is a function of the charge 
distribution associated with the overlap element and is 
seen in Figure 15 to dec~y on either side of the overlap. 
The overlap eleme~t factor response, denoted OEF(f), is the 
Fourier transform of OEF(t). 
Associated with the overlap element factor is the 
overlap array factor, denoted OAF{t). The overlap array 
24 
factor consists of a train of impulses, each coincident 
with a finger overlap, as shown in Figure 16. The overlap 
array factor is formed by assigning positive impulses to 
overlaps with a reference electrode on the left and an 
active electrode on the right, while assigning negative 
impulses to overlaps with an active finger to the left of a 
reference finger. For an apodized transducer, the impulses 
are weighted in magnitude in proportion to the overlap 
lengths. Impulses associated with array factors of uniform 
transducers will have uniform magnitudes. 
The overlap array factor response, designated OAF(f), 
is the Fourier transform of OAF(t). The charge 
distribution associated with a track or transducer is 
obtained by the convolution OAF(t) (*) OEF(t), as shown in 
Figure 16(c) and 16(d). This charge distribution should be 
similar to that found through conventional finger 
superposition for the same transducer as shown in Figure 
13. The corresponding frequency response is the product 
of their responses OAF{f) o OEF{f). 
Derivation of the Overlap Element Factor Response 
The finger element .factor response EF(f) has been 
evaluated analytically (151. The overlap element factor 
response may be solved as a function of the finger element 
factor responser which is already known. 
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(a) Electrode Sequence. 
t: 
(b) Resulting Charge Distribution. 
Figure 15. Overlap Element Factor. 
Consider the over~ap superposition analysis of a 
single finger element, as shown in Figure 17. Both charge 
superposition methods should yield the same distribution 
for the same transducer, therefore 
(a) Apodized SAW Transducer. 
t 
0 At 
(b) Associated Overlap Array Factor. 
(c) Convolution of Overlap Element Factor 
With Individual Impulses. 
Cd) Corresponding Charge Distribution. 
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Figure 16. Charge Distribution Associated With an 
Apodized SAW Transducer by Overlap Analysis. 
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OEF(t) (*) OAF(t) = EF(t) (*) AF(t) (5) 
The equivalent frequency domain equation is 
OEF ( f) o OAF ( f) = EF ( f) o AF ( f) ( 6) 
For a single finger element at t = o, 
AF (t) = b (t) (7) 
The ref ore 
AF(f) = 1 ( 8) 
The overlap array factor which corresponds to the finger 
element is 
OAF(t) = bCt+ At/2) - OCt- At/2) (9) 
applying a Fourier Transform yields 
OAF(f) = exp(j n f At) - expC-jn f At) / (10) 
or 
OAF ( f ) = 2 j sin ( n f A t) / (11) 
Substituting equations (8) and Cll) into equation (6) 
yields 
2j sin( n f At) OEF(f) = EF(f) / (12) 
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(a) Finger Element. 
I ) t 
0 
(b) Array Factor. 
6t/2 
- At/2 
{c) Overlap Array Factor. 
Figure 17. Analysis of a Single Element. 
or 
-1 
OEF { f ) = - { j I 2 ) [ s in ( n f A t ) 1 EF ( f ) ( 13 ) 
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Since 
P < cos < fl n > > 
n 
EF(f) = 2 k sin C n s > C 14 > 
P < -cos< fl n > > 0 
s -1 
0 (15] 
where 
s = f L>. t = s + n, 0 < s < 1 
0 0 
and n is an integer; 
., is the metallization ratio; 
p is the Legendre function of order v; and 
v 
k is a normalizing constant; 
then 
P c cos c 11 n > > 
-1 n 
OEF ( f) = - ( j I 2 ) [ sin ( n s ) ] 2 k sin< n so) 
P C -cos C 11 n > > 
s -1 
0 (15) 
or 
P C cos < 11 n > > 
(n+l) n 
OEF(f) = j k (-1) (16) 
P C -cos < 11 n > > 
s -1 
0 
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Track Analysis 
Apodized SAW transducers launch acoustic energy 
unevenly across the transducer acoustic beamwidth. 
Neglecting second order effects, the transducer frequency 
response is modelled as the sum of responses at all points 
across the beam as seen by a uniform receiving transducer. 
Track analysis is a technique in which an apodized 
transducer is described as the superposition of many 
uniform transducers in parallel. Track analysis assumes a 
self collimating beam with negligible diffraction effects. 
Infinite Track Model 
The infinite track model treats the transducer 
mathematically as an infinite number of uniform transducers 
of differential width. Superposition of tracks is 
accomplished by continuous integration. 
An apodized SAW transducer and coordinate system is 
shown in Figure 18. The acoustic beamwidth is normalized 
to unity. Each point in the x coordinate axis has a 
corresponding time impulse response h(x,t). The 
corresponding x coordinate frequency response, H(x,f), is 
related to h(x,t> by the Fourier transform as 
H(x,f) = 
00 J h(x.tl expC-j 2 n ftl dt (17) 
-oo 
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Figure 18. Apodized SAW Transducer Under Track Analysis. 
The transducer impulse response may be found. by integrating 
h(x,t) across the beam: 
h (t) = 
1 
f hCxrt) dx 
0 
(18) 
Similarly, the transducer frequency response may be found 
by integrating H(x,f) across the beam: 
H (f) = 
1 
f H(xrf) dx 
.o 
(19) 
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Substituting (17) into (19) and integrating with respect to 
x yields 
00 
H ( f) = f hCtl expC-j 2n ft) dt (20) 
- 00 
Finite Track Model 
The frequency response of a transducer may be 
approximated by a summation of equal width tracks which are 
assumed to be uniform. 
N 
H (f) = H( (i-l/2)06X1 f ) 06X (21) 
i = 1 
where N is the number of tracks, 6 x = l/N, and 
H( (i-1/2) o!i x, f ) represents H(x,f) evaluated at the 
center of the i'th track. Letting H( (i-1/2) o6x, f ) 
equal H(i,f) yields: 
N 
H ( f) = H(i,f) o 6 x (22) 
i = 1 
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Minimum Track Model 
Inaccuracies in the finite track model arise from the 
fact that the samples may not be uniform in a track. 
Figure 18 shows a track with nonuniform taps which results 
in model errors. In order to increase numerical accuracy, 
more tracks may be evaluated at the expense of calculation 
time. The finite track model presents an inherent tradeoff 
between accuracy and calculation time. 
A minimum track model may be used to minimize 
calculation time while maintaining exact accuracy (111. In 
the minimum track model, as shown in Figure 191 an 
arbitrary transducer is divided into unequal tracks whose 
limits each coincide with the tip of an electrode. Because 
of this constraint on the track limits, each track may be 
unique and must be uniform. The number of track 
simulations performed is minimized under the requirement of 
full accuracy. 
The transducer frequency response now becomes the 
summation of unequal width track responses as 
H (f) = 
N. 
I: 
i = 1 
H(i,f) o ~ x 
i 
(23) 
I I~ I 
- - "' - - - - - - - - - - - - ~~ t - - --- - - ~--
Ax1 track 1 it ---f- - - - - - - - ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
6x2 track 2 
i -- --i6~3- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -track 3 
-
n I 
,.. t r I 1 At 
Figure 19. Apodized SAW Transducer Under 
Minimum Track Model Analysis. 
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where N is now the minimum number of tracks required to 
maintain full accuracy. 
Radiated Power 
Applying a normalized voltage waveform at any 
frequency f to an apodized transducer results in the 
radiation of acoustic signals across the transducer of 
amplitude in proportion to H{x,f). The power density of 
the radiated s~gnal is proportional to the square of the 
amplitude of the x dependent transfer function: 
P{x,f) = 
2 
I H{x,f) I 
Where P(x,f) is the normalized x dependent power. 
radiated power may be integrated across the beamwidth: 
(24) 
(161 
Total 
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1 
f 1 2 p (f) = H(x,f) I dx (25) out 
0 [16] 
where p (f) is the normalized total radiated power. 
out 
Total radiated power may also be summed with the same 
accuracy using the minimum track model: 
N 
2 
p (f) = I H(i,f) I o Ax (26) 
out i 
i = 1 
Apodization Loss 
Apodized transducers typically spread the acoustic 
signal unevenly across the acoustic beamwidth. 
receiving transducers operate efficiently on 
Uniform 
acoustic 
wavefronts whose amplitudes do not vary with respect to x. 
Apodization loss represents the inefficiency associated 
with uneven acoustic wave fronts. 
Apodization loss for a transducer may be found by 
applying a normalized continuous wave signal at center 
frequency f (161. Since H(x,f ) is then the x dependent 
0 0 
wave amplitude, . the signal detected by a uniform receiving 
transducer may be determined through integration as 
36 
1 
H ( f ) = f H(x,f ) dx (27) 
rec. 0 0 
0 
The normalized received power is the square of the received 
signal: 
p ( f ) 
rec. o f = 
1 
0 
2 
H(x,f ) dx I 
0 
(28) 
Apodization loss, denoted AL, is defined as the ratio of 
received power to radiated power at center frequency for 
the case of a uniform receiving transducer. 
loss is given by 
1n 
AL = 
0 
1 2 
/ H (~, f ) dx 
0 
0 
1 
2 
H (x,, f > I dx 
' . 0 
I 
-\ ;i \ 
Apodization 
(29) 
""2. __ ) 
E [ '?< 
/J (16] 
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Apodization loss may be defined through the minimum track 
model as 
N 2 
E H(i,f ) 0 I:!. x 
0 i 
i = 1 
AL = ( 3 0) 
N 
2 
I: H(i,f ) I 0 I:!. x 
0 i 
i = 1 
Apodization loss is calculated at center frequency. 
Acoustic Conductance 
It was shown previously that the normalized power 
radiated by an apodized transducer may be evaluated 
numerically as a function of frequency. Applying 
conservation of power to the transducer, the acoustic power 
radiated must be equal to the absorbed electrical power: 
2 
G {f) V = P (f) = G P (f) (31) 
a rad o out 
where •vn is the voltage applied to the transducer, G {f) 
a 
is the acoustic conductance, P (f) is the total radiated 
rad 
power, P {f) is the normalized radiated power previously 
out 
defined, and G is a function of substrate parameters: 
0 
2 
G = 2 K W C f {32) 
0 0 0 
2 
where K is the acoustic coupling coefficientr C is the 
0 
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substrate capacitance in picofarads per centimeters, w is 
the transducer width and f is the center frequency 
0 
[5 ,11,17 118]. Substituting equation (32) into (31) and 
noting that the normalized radiated power was evaluated 
with "V" set equal to one yields: 
2 
G (f) = 2 K C W f P (f) (33) 
a 0 o out 
Eguiyalent Circuit Model 
The complete frequency response of a transducer 
includes the behavior of the transducer in its electrical 
circuit. A transducer may be represented electrically in 
terms of a lumped parameter model as shown in Figure 
20 [171. 
G (f) is the acoustic conductance described in the 
a 
previous section. 
-
-- CT --
-
B (f) 
a 
is the frequency dependent 
,.> 
Ba(f) ~ Ga(f) .. 
Figure 20. SAW Transducer Lumped Parameter Model (171. 
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susceptance related to G (f) by the Hilbert Transform [ 1 7] : 
a 
00 
G Cu) 
f a Ba(f) = Cl/ n > du ( 3 4) <u-f) 
-oo [17] 
C is the transducer capacitance, which may be determined 
T 
by summing electrode overlap capacitances throughout the 
transducer. 
Transducer Freguency Response 
In summary, the transducer frequency response may be 
approximated, to a first order, as the product of the 
proper array factor response, element factor response, 
apodization loss, bidirectional loss and electrical 
response. As described earlier, the array and element 
factors used must be properly chosen and mutually 
consistent. These responses may be evaluated using track 
superposition models. Apodization loss is evaluated at 
center frequency and is independent of frequency. 
Bidirectional loss is 3 dB. which occurs because half the 
power is radiated from each side of the transducer. The 
electrical response may be calculated as the response of 
the previously described equivale~t circuit network in the 
driving circuit. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
Two types of filters are considered. The first is an 
Eigen window filter, representing a time impulse response 
with no time sidelobes. The second is a low shape factor 
filter with several time sidelobes. 
Each filter type is analyzed with five different 
weighting techniques. Analysis is first performed for the 
case of the filter with transducers implemented by 
amplitude weighting. The case of amplitude weighting is 
used as a standard of comparison for the four remaining 
weighting techniques. These four weighting techniques are 
all apodization schemes which were discussed in Chapter II. 
The four apodization geometries to be analyzed are beam 
centered overlap, slant centered overlap, beam spread 
overlap and generalized distance weighting. 
Analysis was carried out in two steps. Radiation 
profiles, apodization loss and acoustic conductance were 
obtained through "STRUCTURECAD." Total device analysis was 
performed using SAWCAD [191. 
~ 
STRUCTURECAD is a set of Fortran programs designed to 
analyze periodic spatially weighted transducers using the 
minimum track model described in Chapter III. STRUCTURECAD 
40 
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is capable of analyzing all transducer geometries under 
study. The routines which presently comprise STRUCTURECAD 
are listed in Appendix A. 
STRUCTURECAD uses overlap element superposition in 
calculating acoustic conductance data. Resulting acoustic 
conductance data is downloaded into a disk file for access 
later by SAWCAD. STRUCTURECAD normalizes conductance data 
to the normalized radiated power as described in Chapter 
III. Radiation profile data is normalized to the root mean 
square center frequency acoustic signal level within the 
acoustic aperture. Apodization loss is dime~sionless. 
SAWCAD is a user friendly computer aided design system 
developed by the Solid State Devices and Systems Laboratory 
to design and analyze SAW filters on the basis of finger 
element superposition as described in Chapter III £191. 
Complete device analysis obtained using SAWCAD includes the 
electrical responses of the transducers as described in 
Chapter III. SAWCAD was modified in order to access the 
acoustic conductance data generated by STRUCTURECAD. This 
modification took the form of "CALCOND1" a routine which 
was added to SAWCAD in order to access acoustic conductance 
files. CALCOND is listed in Appendix B. 
The first 
implementation 
Eigen Window Filter 
type of filter evaluated was a SAW 
of an Eigen window function (201211. 
filter 
The 
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first transducer is an unweighted transducer. The second 
transducer represents the impulse response of the desired 
window function modulated to the center frequency of 79 
MHz. The Eigen window filter was chosen for analysis to 
represent a filter whose time impulse response has no 
sidelobes. The time response file used to generate the 
various Eigen window transducer models is illustrated in 
Figure 21. Figure 22 shows the resulting total Eigen pulse 
transducer frequency response. A complete set of analysis 
data for the amplitude weighted Eigen window device may be 
found in Appendix C. 
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Figure 22. Amplitude Weighted Eigen Window 
Transducer Response. 
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Radiation Profiles 
Figure 23 illustrates the radiation profile data for 
the Eigen window transducers. The beam centered overlap 
radiation profile shows a gross nonuniformity of energy 
across the acoustic aperture. The slant centered overlap 
transducer shows a much more uniform radiation profile. 
The acoustic energy radiated across the apertures of the 
beam spread overlap and generalized distance weighted 
transducers are almost constant. 
Apodization Loss 
Apodization loss data for the Eigen window transducers 
is presented in Table I. Transducer apodization loss is 
seen to increase with radiation profile nonuniformity. 
TABLE I 
APODIZATION LOSS DATA FOR APODIZED 
EIGEN WINDOW TRANSDUCERS 
TRANSDUCER TYPE 
Beam Centered Overlap 
Slant = 0.9 
Beam Spread Overlap 
Gen. Dist. Weighting 
APODIZATION LOSS 
1.8139 dB. 
0.4787 dB. 
0.0580 dB. 
0.0478 dB. 
(a) 
(b) 
Cc) 
{d) 
Beam Centered 
Overlap Transducer. 
Slant Centered 
Overlap Transducer. 
Beam Spread 
Overlap Transducer. 
Generalized Distance 
Weighted Transducer. 
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Apodized Eigen Window Transducers. 
Conductance 
Conductance 
plots for the various 
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geometrical 
configurations of the Eigen window transducer are shown in 
Figure 24. These plots may be compared to the amplitude 
weighted Eigen window transducer response by referring to 
Figure 23. It is noticed that as the center frequency 
radiation profiles approach uniformity, the shape of the 
frequency dependent acoustic conductance begins to approach 
the shape of the expected amplitude weighted conductance. 
Wideband conductance data for these transducers is 
presented in Appendix c. It is noticed that the sidelobes 
of the beam spread overlap transducer conductance roll off 
much more slowly than those associated with the two other 
geometries under study. 
Transducer Responses 
Figure 25 shows the resulting total narrowband 
transducer frequency responses associated with each version 
of the Eigen window transducer. The only response 
significantly different from that of the amplitude weighted 
transducer is that of the slant centered overlap 
transducer. The slant centered overlap transducer has 
first sidelobes which are 2 and 4 dB. higher than those 
associated with the other geometries. The shape of the 
main lobe of the slant centered apodized transducer 
Ca) 
(b) 
Cc> 
(d) 
Beam Centered 
Overlap Transducer. 
Slant Centered 
Overlap Transducer. 
Beam Spread 
Overlap Transducer. 
Generalized Distance 
Weighted Transducer. 
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Figure 24. Acoustic Conductance for Apodized 
Eigen Window Transducers. 
response also differs from the shape of the 
transducers by as much as 2 dB. at some points. 
Summary 
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other 
Apodization loss and acoustic conductance for each 
transducer are related to the transducer's corresponding 
acoustic radiation profile. Apodization loss decreases 
with radiation profile uniformity for this device. As the 
transducer radiation profiles begin to approach uniformity, 
the corresponding narrowband frequency dependent acoustic 
conductances begin to approach the case for amplitude 
weighting. In most cases, these changes have little effect 
on the transducer frequency responses. 
A complete set of data obtained from the computer 
analysis of the five Eigen window filter devices is 
included in Appendix C. 
Low Shape Factor Filter 
The second type of filter evaluated was a low shape 
factor 60 MHz. bandpass filter. This filter was designed 
using Eigen synthesis techniques developed by Bishop and 
Malocha [2lr22]. Each transducer is weighted in time by 
functions which each have ten sidelobes. The filter is 
designed for a 3 dB. fractional bandwidth of 10 percent 
and a shape factor of 1.17. This design was chosen to 
represent a general class of filters having time sidelobes. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Beam Centered 
Overlap Transducer. 
Slant Centered 
Overlap Transducer. 
Beam Spread 
Overlap Transducer. 
Generalized Distance 
Weighted Transducer. 
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The data included in this section represents a summary 
of the analysis of the first transducer of this filter as 
implemented by each of the four apodization techniques 
under study. The time weighting function used to generate 
the various input transducer models is illustrated in 
Figure 26. The amplitude weighted transducer response is 
given in Figure 27. Complete sets of analysis data for 
this filter type are included in Appendix D. 
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Radiation Profiles 
Figure 28 illustrates the radiation profile data for 
the various transducer structures weighted by the function 
shown in Figure 26. The beam centered overlap transducer 
again shows a very nonuniform beam profile. The beam 
profile for the slant centered overlap transducer, however, 
is even less uniform. Beam profiles for the beam spread 
overlap and generalized distance weighted transducers are 
somewhat more uniform, but because of the presence of time 
sidelobes, they are not nearly as constant as for the case 
of the Eigen window transducers. 
Apodization Loss 
Apodization loss data for the first low shape factor 
filter is given in Table II. Transducer apodization loss 
is again seen to increase as the beam profiles become 
nonuniform. 
TABLE II 
APODIZATION LOSS DATA FOR FIRST TRANSDUCERS 
OF LOW SHAPE FACTOR FILTERS 
TRANSDUCER TYPE APODIZATION LOSS 
Beam Centered Overlap 1.2486 dB. 
Slant Centered Overlap 1.6472 dB. 
Beam Spread Overlap 0.7344 dB. 
Gen. Dist. Weighting 0.6828 dB. 
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Cc> 
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Figure 28. Center Frequency Radiation Profiles for First 
Transducer of Low Shape Factor Filters. 
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Conductance 
Frequency dependent conductance plots for the various 
transducers under study are shown in Figure 29. Passband 
acoustic conductance ripple data is presented in Table III. 
Unlike the case for the Eigen window transducer, there 
seems to be little correlation between passband conductance 
and radiation profile uniformity. Appendix D again shows 
the high conductance sidelobes characteristic of beam 
spread overlap apodization. 
TABLE III 
PASSBAND ACOUSTIC CONDUCTANCE RIPPLE DATA 
FOR HIGH SHAPE FACTOR FILTER TRANSDUCER. 
TRANSDUCER TYPE PASSBAND CONDUCTANCE RIPPLE 
Beam Centered Overlap 4.8 dB. 
Slant Centered Overlap 1.8 dB. 
Beam Spread Overlap 2.3 dB. 
Gen. Dist. Weighting 4.8 dB. 
Transducer Responses 
Figure 30 shows the resulting narrowband transducer 
frequency responses associated with each version of the low 
shape factor filter transducer. Slight passband narrowing 
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Figure 29. Acoustic Conductance for Low 
Shape Factor Filter Transducers. 
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in some transducer responses may be attributed to spikes in 
the frequency dependent conductance at the edges of the 
passband. This effect is most pronounced in those 
transducers with high passband conductance ripple. 
Each apodization geometry has the effect of 
attenuating some portions of the passband response while 
leaving other portions undisturbed. As expected, all 
passband transducer responses are very similar in shape to 
the response of the transducer under amplitude weighting. 
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Summary 
Apodization loss for each transducer is 
function of the uniformity of that transducer's 
profile. Ripple in the passband regions of the 
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clearly a 
radiation 
frequency 
dependent conductance, however, depends very much on the 
type of structure used but not necessarily on its radiation 
profile. Passband shape is altered to some extent as a 
function of acoustic conductance in all apodized 
transducers analyzed. 
A complete set of data from the analysis of 
shape factor filter is included in Appendix D. 
the low 
Figures 52 
and 53 illustrate the increase in accuracy of the minimum 
track model over the amplitude weighting approximation in 
predicting transducer acoustic conductance for an 
experimental filter. Similarly, Figure 62 illustrates how 
a simulation incorporating this technique for predicting 
conductance gave results which were more self consistent 
with actual device performance than the use of the 
amplitude weighting approximation. 
The filter frequency response data included in 
Appendix D shows an interesting and important phenomenon. 
According to the analysis, some apodized transducer 
structure implementations of the low shape factor filter 
will result in less passband ripple than the amplitude 
weighting implementation of the same filter. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
Various SAW transducer weighting techniques were 
described. Four weighting techniques were selected for 
detailed analysis. Two weighting techniques were beam 
spread overlap apodization and slant centered overlap 
apodization. Both of these apodization schemes are very 
popular among SAW filter designers. Two less commonly 
understood weighting techniques are the beam spread overlap 
apodization method and the generalized distance weighting 
technique. All weighting techniques studied closely are 
varieties of apodization, or periodic spatial weighting. 
In order to analyze the transducers under study, 
the impulse response model was described in terms of finger 
element superposition. Some deficiencies found in the 
finger element superposition approach were circumvented by 
developing overlap element superposition. 
Track analysis was introduced as a means of accurately 
calculating transducer conductance and apodization loss. A 
minimum track model was developed to minimize calculation 
time while conserving accuracy under the assumption of 
negligible diffraction. Calculated data for center 
frequency acoustic radiation profiles, apodization loss and 
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frequency dependent acoustic conductance are obtained 
through these methods from "STRUCTURECAD," a computer 
simulation package developed to analyze the transducer 
structures of interest through minimum track analysis. 
Data extracted from Structurecad was made available to 
SAWCAD in order to perform the complete filter response 
analysis, including network responses. Full frequency 
response simulations were performed on two types of 
filters. The first type of filter implemented an Eigen 
window function with no time sidelobes. The second type of 
filter was a low shape factor bandpass filter with several 
time sidelobes. Response simulations for the low shape 
factor slant centered overlap transducer filter were 
compared to actual device data. Simulations which used 
track based acoustic conductance data in evaluating the 
equivalent network responses were found to be much more 
self consistent with actual device performance than those 
evaluated on the basis of the amplitude weighting 
approximation typically assumed in SAWCAD. 
The four transducer structures were compared on the 
basis of several features. No transducer geometry had a 
constant acoustic radiation profile for transducers 
implementing time sidelobes. However, both the beam spread 
overlap and the generalized distance weighted geometries 
had radiation profiles which were much more uniform than 
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the transducers structured by the beam or slant centered 
overlap geometries. Transducers with the most uniform 
radiation profiles were found to have the least apodization 
loss. 
In the transducers implementing no time sidelobes, the 
shape of the frequency dependent acoustic conductance was 
found to begin to approach the shape of the transducer 
frequency response as the center frequency radiation 
profile began to approach a constant. This effect could be 
detected only slightly in the case of transducers 
implementing time sidelobes because the radiation profiles 
were too nonuniform. It was observed in general that as 
apodized transducer acoustic radiation profiles approach 
uniform radiation their behavior approaches that of 
amplitude weighted transducers. 
Transducer acoustic conductance was found to impact 
the filter frequency response, specifically passband 
ripple. No transducer had an acoustic conductance which 
reduced the passband ripple in the transducer response; 
however, apodized transducer filters were found in some 
cases to have less filter pass band ripple than their 
amplitude weighted transducer filter counterparts. 
Beam spread overlap and generalized distance weighting 
are not widely used in the SAW filter industry. They are 
shown, however, to have merit in producing filters with 
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reduced apodization loss and passband ripple. It is 
possible that passband ripple may be further reduced in low 
shape factor SAW filters by combining two transducers of 
different apodization geometries in a single filter. 
STRUCTURECAD and SAWCAD remain as analysis tools capable of 
simulating SAW filter responses under the given assumptions. 
Several steps may be taken to improve the simulation 
capabilities of STRUCTURECAD. Calculation time is at 
present a factor that limits the practicality of its use. 
It now takes 20 minutes to calculate 1024 points of 
wideband acoustic conductance data using STRUCTURECAD for 
an apodized transducer whose minimum track model has 200 
tracks. More complex transducers and more detailed 
analyses require more calculation time. 
Calculation time may be reduced immediately by 
preparing a more efficient Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 
routine (231. Faster calculation speed may be obtained by 
storing values of the appropriate sines and cosine terms in 
order to avoid their repetitive calculation. Further gains 
in speed may be realized by allowing the FFT to use radices 
larger than 2. Finally, a very customized Discrete Fourier 
Transform (DFT) algorithm may be developed. This algorithm 
could allow the designer to choose the frequencies bands 
that interest him so as to save the time it takes to 
calculate the data for frequencies of less importance. The 
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algorithm could be customized to the uniform track model by 
allowing time points to assume only the values of o, 1 and 
-1. Multiplications could in this way be streamlined. 
Calculation time may also be reduced by altering the 
track analysis technique. The minimum track model was 
shown to be more accurate than the amplitude weighting 
approximation in predicting acoustic conductance. It may 
be possible, however, to make fairly accurate predictions 
of acoustic conductance on the basis of a modified finite 
track analysis method as well. Tracks in the finite track 
model are often nonuniform. The accuracy of the finite 
track model could be improved by treating each track as an 
amplitude weighted transducer rather than as a uniform 
transducer. It is possible that simulations for acoustic 
conductance and apodization loss could very well be carried 
out to desired accuracies with this technique while using 
fewer tracks and therefore taking less time. Simulation 
accuracy could be further improved at the expense of time 
by modelling the effects of diffraction and triple transit 
on transducer acoustic conductance [24,251. 
Another factor which limits the practical use of 
STRUCTURECAD is its memory requirements. Track response 
information is currently stored in variable arrays for easy 
access. Variable arrays are dimensioned to allow the 
response of each track to be resolved to the dimension of 
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the FFT, which for the case of the analyses presented was 
1024 points. Reducing either the number of frequencies 
evaluated or the number of tracks analyzed would 
automatically reduce the memory requirements of the system. 
However, it is not essential to store all the track 
information at all times in order to perform the analysis 
described thus far. The calculations now performed on the 
two dimensional variable matrices could be performed 
instead as running summations stored in one dimensional 
matrices, thereby saving over 99 percent of the memory 
currently required. 
The total response of an apodized transducer SAW 
filter may be evaluated as the product of the two 
transducer responses only when the transducers are 
separated by a multistrip coupler [251. One last extension 
of the work presented, however, would be to generalize the 
track modelling techniques in order to analyze the response 
of two apodized transducers in direct cascade. Apodized 
transducers are typically not cascaded directly because 
they do not radiate uniformly. The less popular geometries 
·analyzed, however, were found to radiate more uniformly 
than the more common slant and beam centered overlap 
structures. It may be possible to approach the performance 
of two apodized transducers separated by a multistrip 
coupler by joining two apodized transducers in cascade. 
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The 4 transducer geometries studied provide 16 pairs of 
structures. Because some apodized transducers are found to 
radiate nearly uniformly at center frequency, the response 
of one or more combinations of directly cascaded apodized 
transducers may be found to approximate the product of the 
transducer responses for some filters. 
APPENDIX A 
LISTINGS FOR "STRUCTURECAD" 
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c 
c strcadnain -
c 
S'IRUCIURE C'AD MAlN IDWLE 
c 
c 
c Date Last Revision: 03-21-86 
c 
c 
c 
c This EOR'IRAN 77 source oode file irrplements the main 
menu for 
c S'ImJcruRE CAD, the Surface Aooustic Wave Transducer 
Structure 
c canputer Aided Design and Analysis 5Ystan. 
c 
c Princii;al Designer: A.J. Vigil, 
c Solid State Devices and 5Ystans Group, 
c Dep:irtment of Electrical Engineering and Ccrmmmication 
Sciences, 
c University of Central Florida, Orlan&>, Florida 32816 
c 
c 
real *8 tampC1024) , cbtrac (1000> , xstart, factor, 
slval23 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C'haracter*l split, PI.Bd, cnn, stype, stype23 ,split23 
C'haracter*lO basnaml, basnam2, basnam3 
c:haracter*3 extl, ext2, ext3 
c:haracter*l4 filnaml, f ilnam2, f ilnam3 
ooomon /pat51/ fol, tf lal, tfhil, nunl, tamp, 
tlilaseC1024), 
2 f ilnaml, extl, basnaml 
c 
canroon /pat52/ · 
stype23 , spl i t23 , s1 val23, fo23 , tf 1023 , tf hi23, 
2 nun23 ,nfft23 ,mmtrac23 ,cbtrac, sunampC2048), 
SlJllJ:ilase (2048) 
c 
CXJnIOOn /pat525/ 
f ilnam2 , basnam2, ext2 , f ilnam3 , basnam3 , ext3 
c 
c 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
cx:mm:>n I nvalid I nvalid 
ntrigterm = 7 
ifilstatav = -1 
100 call erscrn 
c 
write (6,*) ' ' 
write C 6, *> ' ' 
write C6,*) ' <<< S'IRUCIURE CAD MAIN MENU 
>>>' 
write (6,*) ' ' 
write C6 ,1Z7) 
127 formatClOx, 'CDMMAND EUNCrION') 
write C 6 , * > ' ' 
write C 6, *) ' l • PFR Perform File Read' 
write C 6 , *> ' 2 • SAP Create Structure Analysis 
File' 
write C 6, *> ' 3 • E"l'A Perfonn Fra;iuency D:main 
Track Analysis' 
write C6, *> ' 4. ~ Derive E:juivalent Circuit 
Paraneters' 
write C 6, *> ' 5 • OER Derive overall Fra;iuency 
Resp:>nse' 
write C 6 , *> ' 6 • TSA Transdua:r Structure 
Assembly' 
write C 6 , *> ' 7 • GRP Grcq;ilics' 
write C6, *> ' a. CFS Change File Status 
&'Witch' 
write C 6, *> ' 9 • LSC Leave Structure CAD' 
write C6,*) ' ' 
if C ifilstat&1. gt. 0) call filcursys 
write (6,1312) 
1312 format C • Q)MMAND : => • , $ > 
read CS,1316) can 
1316 format Cal> 
c 
c 
call erscrn 
c write (6,1320) can,can,oan 
1320 format C//6x,al,' 'al,/,' 
c 
I ,al,//) 
if Coan.Eq. 11 1 .or.can.a;i. 'p' .or.can.a;i. 'P' > call 
readfiles 
if C can. Eq. ' 2 ' • or. can. a;i. ' s' • or. can. a;i. ' s' > cal 1 
timearrey 
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if Ccan.eq.'3'.or.cx:m.eq.'f'.or.can.eq.'F') call 
fregarray 
if (can. eq. '4' .or. can. eq. 'e' .or. can. eq. 'E') call 
eguivcirc 
if Ccan.eq.'5'.or.cx:m.eq.'o'.or.cx:m.eq.'O') go to 100 
if Ccom.eq. 1 6 1 .or.can.eq.'t'.or.can.eq.'T') call 
transtruc 
if Ccan.eq. '7' .or.cx:m.eq. 'g' .or.cx:m.eq. 'G' > call 
shCMntell 
if Ccom.eq.'8'.or.can.eq.'c'.or.cx:m.eg.'C') ifilstatStl 
= -ifilstatStl 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
if Ccan.ne. '9' .and.cx:m.ne. 'l' .and.cx:m.ne. 'L') goto 100 
stop 
end 
c f ilcursys -
c 
FILES OJ~Y IN SYSTEM 
c 
c 
c Date Last Revision: 03-21-86 
c 
c 
c 
c This EOR'IRAN 77 sour~ oode file oontains the software 
to display 
c a table of files that S'mIJCIURE CAD is currently 
processing. 
c 
c~------~·------
c 
subroutine f ilcursys 
c 
· real.*8 tClnpC1024),cbtracC1000), xstart, factor, 
slval.23 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
character*l split, pp:td, can, stype, stype23,split23 
cilaracter*lO basnaml ,· basnam2, basnam3 
character*3 extl, ext2, ext3 
character*l4 filnaml ,. f ilnam2, f ilnam3 
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cannon /pa.t51/ fol, tflol, tfhil, nunl, tamp, 
ti;ilaseC1024), 
2 f ilnaml , extl , basnarnl 
c 
c 
caruoon /pa.t525/ 
f ilnam2, basnam2, ext2, f ilnam3 , basnarn3 , ext3 
c 
c 
caruoon /pa.t54/ stype4, slval.4, nfft4, cap, 
aoooo(2048), hxsus(2048), 
2 filnarn4, basnam4, ext4, split4, fo4, tflo4, 
tfhi.4 
c 
comrocm /pa. t55/ stypeS, s1 valS, foS, tf loS, tf hiS, 
nfft5, farnpC2048) , 
2 fJ;hase (2048) , filnam.5, basnarn.5, ext5, split5 
c 
c 
c 
c 
write 
1255 
write 
1257 
write 
1260 
I ,aJ.4) 
write 
1264 
I ,aJ.4) 
write 
1268 
I ,aJ.4) 
write 
1272 
I ,aJ.4) 
write 
1276 
I ,aJ.4) 
write 
1280 
I ,aJ.4) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
return 
end 
(6 ,1255) 
format (20x, I FILES OJRREN.ILY m SYSTEM') 
(6,1257) 
formatClOx,'File 'JYpe',30x,'Name') 
(6,1260> filnarnl 
format C ' 1. Tine Inpul se ReSIX>nse 
(6,1264) filnam2 
formate' 2. Structure Time/Track Model 
(6 ,126 8) f ilnam3 
formate' 3. Structure Frequency/Track Model 
(6 ,1Z7 2) f ilnarn4 
format(' 4. Equivalent Circuit Parameters 
(6 ,1Z76) filnam.5 
format C ' 5. overall Frequency ReSIX>nse 
(6,1280) filnanb 
format C' 6. Transdu~r Structure 
68 
c 
c readfiles 
c 
c 
c Date Last Rarision: 10-02-85 
c 
c----------~------~~-------------------~~------
c 
c This FOR'.IRAN 77 source oode file reads files needed 
for the execution 
c of SIRUCIURE CAD as prescribed cy- the user. 
c 
c 
subroutine readf iles 
c 
real.*8 tampC1024),cbtracC1000), xstart, factor, 
slval23 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
integer*4 ilx>ldl 
dlaracter*l split, i;p:ld, cnn, stype, stype23 ,split23 
character*lO basnaml, basnam2, basnam3, 
c:haracter*3 ext.I, ext.2, ext3 
character*l4 f ilnaml, f ilnam2, f ilnam3 
dlaracter filin*l4,filout*l4 
dlaracter basin*l0,extin*3 
cnnnon /pat51/ fol, tf lol, tf hil, nunl, tamp, 
tiilaseC1024), 
2 f ilnaml , extl , basnaml 
c 
cxrmoon /pa t52./ 
s~3,split23,slval23,fo23,tflo23,tfhi23, 
2 nun23,nfft23,nlllltrac23,cbtrac, SllllampC2048), 
Sllntnase ( 2048) 
c 
cxrmoon /pat525/ 
filnam2,basnam2,ext2,filriam3,basnam3,ext.3 
c 
cannon /pat53/ tmampC600,1024),tmtbaseC600,1024) 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
canroon/names/ filin, f ilout 
222 call erscrn 
c 
c 
write C6,*) ' <<< SYSTEM READ >>>' 
write ( 6 I *> I I 
call f ilcursys 
write (6,*) ' 7. Return to Main Menu' 
333 write C6,*) ' ' 
write (6 ,1005) 
1005 format Cx, 'Enter input file type : ==> •, $) 
read (5, 999, err=lO) itypein 
999 format C i1. > 
if Citypein.eq.7) return 
if Citypein.lt.l.or.itypein.gt.6) goto 333 
write < 6 , *> ' ' 
100 write (6,1010) 
1010 formatCx,'ENTER input file name:==> ',$) 
read (5, 1000, err=lO> filin 
1000 formatCal4) 
c 
c sep;irate extension f ran file name 
c 
c 
c 
c 
i<btstat = O 
<b 2017 ipointvar = 2, 11, l 
if CfilinCipointvar:ipointvar) .eq.'. ') then 
basin = filinCl:ipointvar-1) 
endif 
extin = filinCipointvar+l:ipointvar+3) 
iootstat = l 
2017 continue 
c 
if Cidotstat.eq.l> goto 2019 
c 
basin = f ilin 
c 
write (6,2025) . 
2025 format Cx, 'ENTER extension : => ' , $ > 
read (5,2035,err=lO> ext.in 
2035 format(a3) 
c 
2019 filin = basin//'.' //extin 
c 
if< f ilin. eq. ' '> return 
open ClO, f ile=filin, status=' unkna-1n' , err=lO> 
goto 20 
10 writeC6,*)' ' 
writeC6,*) '*** ERROR in file or filename ***' 
write C 6 , * > ' ' 
goto 222 
c 
c read in file data 
c 
20 rewind (10> 
c 
read Cl0,1900,err=lO,end=lO) icont 
1900 format(x,6x,i5) 
c 
c 
if C Cicont.eq.10.or.icont.eq.l.or.icont.eq.ll) .and. 
itypein.eq.l) then 
c 
1901 
1902 
1903 
c 
filnaml. = filin 
basnarnl = basin 
extl = ext.in 
readCl0,1902,err=lO,end=lO> itype 
if Citype.ne.-1) goto 1876 
readCl0,1901,err=lO,end=lO) fol 
readCl0,1901,err=lO,end=lO> tflol 
readCl0,1901,err=lO,end=lO> tfhil 
readU0,1902,err=lO,end=lO> nunl 
format(x,6x,el.7.9) 
formatCx,6x, i4) 
formatCx,6x,al.) 
Cb 3 00 i = 1, n1.Jlll , 1 
read ClO,*,err=lO,end=lO> 
tampCi>,ti;ilaseCi> 
300 continue 
c 
c 
c 
else if Citypein. eq.2.and. ioont.c:q.2) then 
filnam3 = I I 
ba.Snam3 = I I 
ext3 ='' 
filnam2 = filin 
basnam2 = ~in 
read Cl0,1903,err=lO,end=lO) stype23 
ext2 = stype23//'ta' 
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c 
read Cl0,1903 ,err=lO,end=lO) split23 
read Cl0,1901,err=lO,end=lO> slval.23 
read Cl0,1901,err=lO,end=lO) fo23 
read Cl0,1901,err=lO,end=lO> tflo23 
read ClO ,1901, err=lO, end=lO> tf hi23 
read Cl0,1902,err=lO,end=lO> nun23 
read Cl0,1902,err=lO,end=lO) nfft23 
read Cl0,1902,err=lO,end=lQ) nlllltrac23 
Cb 755 i = 1, nuntrac23, 1 
read Cl0,1901,err=lO,end=lO) 
cbtr ac Cmmtr ac2) 
755 continue 
c 
tmamp(i, j) I 
760 
766 
c 
c 
Cb 766 i = 1, nuntrac23, 1 
00 760 j = 1, nfft23, 1 
read ClO,*,err-:=10,end=lO) 
bni;ilase Ci, j > 
continue 
continue 
else if Cicont.eq.3.and.itypein.eq.3) then 
c 
c 
c 
filnam2 = I I 
ext.2 = ' ' 
basnam2 = I I 
f ilnam.3 = f il in 
basnam3 = basin 
read Cl0,1903 ,err=lO,end=lO> stype23 
ext3 = stype23/ I 'ta' 
read Cl0,1903 ,err=lO,end=lO> split23 
read Cl0,1901,err=lO,end=lO> slval.23 
read Cl0,1901,err=lO,end=lO) fo23 
read Cl0,1901,err=lO,end=lO) tflo23 
read (10 ,1901, err=lO, end=lO> tf hi23 
read Cl0,1902,err=lO,end=lO) nun23 
read Cl0,1902,err=lO,end=lO> nfft23 
read ClO ;1902, err=lO, end=lO> nuntrac23 
oo 855 i = 1, nuntr ac23 , 1 
read Cl0,1901,err=lO,end=lO) 
cbtrac Cmmtrac2) · 
855 continue 
c 
oo 866 i = l ·, nuntr ac23, 1 
00 860 j = 1, nfft23, 1 
· read ClO,*,err=lO,end=lO> 
tmampCi, j) , bn].:ilase Ci, j) 
86 O continue 
72 
866 continue 
c 
00 890 i = 1, nf ft3 , 1 
read ClO,*,err=lO,end=lO) 
sunamp Ci) , suni;hase Ci) 
890 continue 
c 
else 
c 
1877 write (6, 777) filin, icont, itypein 
777 formatCx, al4, ' is a type ', il, ' file, not a 
type ',il,'.') 
c 
endif 
c 
goto 1888 
c 
1876 writeC6,*) 'This is not a time file. ' 
c 
1888 close (uni t=lO) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
goto 222 
end 
c timearrey -
c 
aIBATE S'IRIJCIURE ANALYSIS FILE - TIME 
c---
c 
c Date Last Revision: 03-22-86 
c 
c-----
c 
c This FOR'IRAN 77 source oode file will create a two 
dimensional arrey 
c to model a transducer given its time inpulse resp:>nse 
and type. 
c The array's dimensions are time and acoustic bearrwidth 
position. 
c 
c~--------·--------~------~----------·------~---
c 
subroutine timearray 
c 
real *8 tampC1024), cbtracClOOO>, xstart, factor, 
sl.va123 
c 
character*! 
split,pp:td,oan,stype,stype23,split23,strucans,aans 
73 
c 
character*lO ba.Snaml I basnam2 I basnarn3 
c 
character*3 extl , ext.2 , ext3 
c 
character*l4 filnaml I filnam2, filnarn.3 
c 
CXJIUOOn /patSl/ fol, t£lol, t£hil, mml., tamp, 
t};haseC1024), 
2 f ilnaml. I extl I basnaml 
c 
CXJIUOOn /pa t5 2.1 
stype23,split23,sl.val.23,fo23,t£1.o23,t.fhi23, 
2 nun23,nfft23,nuntrac23,ctt:rac, sunampC2048), 
sunfhase (2048) 
c 
cannon /pat525/ 
filnam2 ,basnam2 t ext.2 t f ilnarn.3 ,basnarn.3 t ext3 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
cannon /pat53/ tmampC600,1024),tm};haseC600,1024) 
cannon I nval. id I nval. id 
CXJIUOOn /pa t5 21/ ispl itnun 
call erscrn 
write (6,*) ' CREATE S'lRIJCIURE TIME ARRAY' 
write C6, *) ' ' 
write C6, *) ' Please Specify structure 'fype.' 
write ( 6 I *) I I 
write C6, *> '1. Slant apodization' 
write C6, *> '2. Meandering Ground Apodization' 
write (6,*) '3. Generalized Distance Weighting 
Apodization' 
write (6, *> '4. Return to Main Menu' 
write C 6 , *> i ' 
write (6,1011) 
1011 formatCx,' structure 'fype : => ',$) 
read CS,1013) struc:ans 
1013 format Cal) 
c 
iarraystat = 1 
c 
if 
Cstrucans.Eq.'l'.or.stru<:ans.a;i.'s'.or.struc:ans.eq.'S') 
then 
stype23 = I$ I 
call ~etarray 
call slatarray 
14 
else if 
Cstrucans.eq.'2'.or.strucans.eq.'m'.or.strucans.e:;I.'M') 
then 
stype23 = 'm' 
call pr etar ray 
call mgatarrey 
else if 
Cstrucans.eq.'3'.or.strucans.eq.'g'.or.strucans.e:;I.'G') 
then 
c 
c 
else 
endif 
stype23 = I g I 
call pretarray 
cal 1 gditar r ey 
return 
nvalid = isplitmm*nllll23 + 2 
889 noverlap = O 
c 
900 write (6,979) 
979 format C ' Vi&1 time array? CY/N) ', $) 
read C5,1013,err=989) aans 
c 
c 
if Caans.eq. 'y' .or.aans.eq. 'Y') call disptimarry 
if Cnoverlap. eq. 0) then 
call erscrn 
write (6,879) 
879 format( ' Go to overlap array factor ? CY/N) 
I I$) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
read C5,1013,err=889) aans 
if Caans.eq. 'y' .or.aans.eq. 'Y' > then 
oo 710 i = 1, nuntrac23 
<b 705 j = 2, nvalid 
tmamp(i,j-1) = tmamp(i,j) 
- tmampCi,j-1) 
c 
705 continue 
c 
710 continue 
c 
ngverlap = 1 
nvalid = nvalid - 1 
c 
goto 900 
75 
c 
c 
c 
989 
c 
c 
c 
errlif 
endif 
return 
end 
c frEqarray -
c 
FERFDRM FREOUENCY OOMAIN TRAO< ANALYSIS 
c------------------
c 
c Date La.St Revision: 03-22-86 
c 
c-------------~----~ 
c 
c This EOR'IRAN 77 source oode file, given a time 
transducer model array, 
c will perform a track cy track Fast Fourier Transform, 
resul. ting in 
c both amplitude and }:ilase arrays whose dimensions are 
f rEquency 
c and aooustic beanwidt.h IX>Sition. '!he amplitude array 
is normalized 
c to the s;iuare root of the weighted Cby track width) 
sun of energy 
c in the aooustic beanwidth at center fnquenc.y. Net 
overall amplitude 
c and }:ilase response is calculated for each frequency 
i;x:>int. 
c 
c----------------------------~· 
c 
subroutine f reqarray 
c 
real.*8 tampC1024),cbtracC1000), xstart, factor, 
sl val.23, rnorm, · · 
2 inorm, normden, normoonst, rnfft23 
c 
real *8 al:w 
c 
character*! 
split,pp:id,cxm,styi;:e,~3,split23,aans,bans 
c 
character*lO basnarnl, basnam2, basnam3 
c 
character*3 extl, ext2, ext3 
c 
76 
character*l4 filnaml, f ilnarn2, f ilnam3 
c 
character*20 f ilout 
c 
cx:mroon /pat51/ fol, tflol, tfhil, nunl, tamp, 
tibaseC1024), 
2 f ilnaml. , extl , basnaml. 
c 
camron /pa t5 21 
stype23,split23,slval.23,fo23,tflo23,tfhi23, 
2 nun23,nfft23,nuntrac23,cbtrac, sunampC2048), 
sunibase C 20 48) 
c 
canm:m /pa t5 25/ 
f ilnam2, basnam2, ext2 , f ilnarn3 , basnarn3 , ext3 
c 
c 
c 
ocmnon /pat53/ tmampC600,1024),tmI;ilaseC600,1024) 
c:annnn /file/ arnpC4096) ,piase (4096) ,nfft, itype 
CCIIUIDn Ida ti f o, tf lo, tf hi, nun 
<XEIOOn /oonduct/ 
aoouscx:m (4096) , rksq, vo, atw, cs, eta, splfoond, 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
2 aploss 
<XEIOOn /original/ origampC4096),origi;tiaseC4096) 
CCIIUIDn I nval id I nval id 
cannDn I noverlap I noverlap 
a:rmoon /dpar/ ca, qo, rp, cp, gao, aneff 
dimension be (10) 
cx:mplex anplx, cexp, ye, zc, zl, sll· 
character*l q;ause,splfoond,structype 
data rl /50.0/ 
rnorm = 0.0 
inorm = 0.0 
rnfft23 = floatCnfft23) 
write C6 ,531) 
531 formatCx,'Display track~ track Fast Fourrier 
Transform Process? 
2 (y/N) => ',$) 
read C5,251,err=252) aans 
251 format Cal> 
77 
go to 243 
252 aans = 'n' 
c 
243 nnaxarnp = o • o 
c 
c 
c 
ch 989 i = 1, 2048, 1 
aoorxl Ci) = O .O 
989 oontinue 
c 
normoonst = C float Cnfft23) ) *fo23 * Ctfhi23-tflo23) 
2 I float Cnf ft23-l) + 1. O 
nf o = normconst 
c 
cccc MMRIX TRANSFURM 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
2001 
c 
c 
c 
basnam3 = basnarn2 
ext3 = ext2Cl:l)//'fa' 
f ilnam3 = basnarn3/ I ' • 'I I ext3 
filnam2 = ' ' 
basnarn2 = ' ' 
ext2='' 
fo = fo23 
Ill.Ill = nf ft23 
nf ft = nf ft23 
ch 1999 i = 1, nuntrac23, 1 
itype = -1 
tf lo = tf lo23 
tf hi = tfhi23 
ch 2001 j = 1, nvalid, 1 
arnpCj) = tmampCi, j) 
};haseCj> = bni;ilaseCi,j) 
oontinue 
cb 2003 j = nvalid + 1, nun, 1 
arnpCj) = O .o 
};hase Cj) = 0 .o 
2003 continue 
c 
if Caans. a:i. 'y' • or. aans. eq. 'Y' > then 
78 
c 
call sinit 
call gplot 
endif 
call erscrn 
write (6,2702) i, nuntrac23 
2702 format( ' NCM transforming track 
I I i4 I I of I I i4 I I • I ) 
cc cc 
call xform 
cccc 
if Caans.~. 'y' .or.aans.~. 'Y' > then 
call sinit 
call gplot 
endif 
c 
if Ci.eq.l) then 
c 
rnorrn = 
cbt:.rac Ci) *arnpCnfo) *oos Ci;:hase Cnfo)) 
inorm = 
cbt:.rac(i)*arnp(nfo)*sinCJ:iiaseCnfo)) 
c 
c 
cbtracCi-1)) 
2 
not'IIl&n = CampCnfo)) **2*cbtrac(i) 
else 
rnorrn = morrn + Ccbt:racCi) -
*arnpCnfo) *oos Ci;:hase Cnfo)) 
cbtracCi-1)) 
2 
inorm = inorm + Ccbtrac(i) -
*arnp(nfo) *sin Ci;tiase Cnfo)) 
not'IIl&n = not'IIl&ri 
2 
cbtracCi-1) > 
3 
c 
c 
c 
c 
2010 
c 
+ Ccbt:rac(i) -
*CampCnfo))**2 
endif 
d:> 2010 j = 1, nun, 1 
t:mampCi,j) ·= amp(j) 
t:mi;ilase Ci, j > = i;ilase C j) 
continue 
if <ampCnfo) .gt. nnaxamp) rmaxamp = ampCnfo) 
c 
79 
1999 cx:>ntinue 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
aploss = Crnorm**2.0 + inorrn**2.0) I normden 
tflo23 = tf lo 
tf hi23 = tf hi 
normcx:>nst = norrnden**C-1.0/2.Q) 
if Cnormcx:>nst.le.le-12) then 
write (6, *> ' Normalization Constant is zero!!' 
else 
00 2020 j = l, nfft23, 1 
oo 2030 i = l, nuntrac23, 1 
tmamp Ci, j > = normcx:>nst *t:mamp Ci, j > 
if Ci. 9:i .l) then 
rnorm = 
tmampCi,j)*cx:>s(tm~ase(i,j>>*cbtracCi) 
inorm = 
tmampCi,j)*sinCtm~aseCi,j))*cbtrac(i) 
aoond(j) = 
tmampCi,j)**2.0*cbtrac(i) 
c 
else 
c 
rnorm = rnorm + 
tmampCi,j)*oosCtm~aseCi,j)) 
2 * Ccbt:rac Ci> -
cbtracCi-1) > 
inorm = inorm + 
tmampCi,j)*sinCtm~aseCi,j)) 
2 * Ccbtrac Ci) -
cltracCi-1)) 
tmampCi,j)**2.0 
2 
cbtracCi-1> > 
c 
c 
2030 
c 
enclif 
· oontinue 
aoonHj) = aoond(j) + 
*Ccbtrac(i) -
s\Jllamp(j) = Crnorm**2.0 + inorm**2.0)**0.5 
80 
c 
if Cinorm.ne.O.O.or.rnorm.ne.0.0) 
2 suni;hase < j) = 
atan2 < inorm, morm) 
c 
2020 continue 
c 
endif 
c 
c 
00 3020 k = 1, nf ft23 , 1 
c 
c 
aoousoon(k) = rnfft23*normden*aoond(k) 
c 
aoondCk) = aoousoon{k) 
c 
3020 continue 
c 
gao = aoousoon Cnf o) 
c 
writeC6,349) nfo, aoousoonCnfo), gao 
349 format<' aoousoonC ',i4, ') = ',fl.5. 7,', gao = 
I ,:fl.5.7, '• 1 ) 
c 
100 writeC6,1005) 
1005 formatCx,'ENI'ER output file name [<ret> to abort]: 
=) I,$) 
rea.dCS,1000,err=lO) filout 
1000 formatCa20) 
c 
1001 format Cal> 
c 
c determine if file already exists 
c 
c 
openClO,file=filout,status='old',err=ll) 
writeC6,*)' 
writeC6,*) ·~WRITID-FIALEX: file already exists' 
writeC6,*)' 
writeC6, *) ' OPI'IONS: (N) ew name, enter new name' 
writeC6, *)' (C)ontinue and over-write file' 
writeC6,*)' <<return>> to abort' 
13 write (6 ,12) 
12 formatCx,' ==>',$) 
readCS,1001) ansv 
if <aruw. B:I·' ') then 
return 
else if < aru:w. eq. 'N' • or. an&/. eq. 'n' > then 
call erscrn 
81 
goto 100 
else if Cansw. ~- 'C' .or. answ. Eq. 'c' > then 
close (10,status= 'delete'> 
else 
write(6,*) ' 
write(6,*) 'ERROR-WRITID-INVALEN: invalid entry, 
retry' 
c 
write (6, *> ' 
goto 13 
endif 
11 op:mClO,file=filout,status= 'n&1' ,err=lO) 
goto 20 
10 writeC6,*)' ' 
c 
write(6,*) ' *** ERROR in file or filename ***' 
write ( 6 I *> I I 
goto 100 
c write out file data 
c 
20 writeCl0,2301) itype 
2301 formatCx,'itype=',i4) 
writeCl0,2303) fo 
2303 formatCx, ·•fo =',el.7.9) 
writeCl0,2002) tflo 
2002 format(x,'tflo =',el.7.9) 
writeCl0,2304) tfhi 
2304 format Cx, 'tfhi =',el 7 .9) 
writeCl0,2305) nun 
2305 format Cx, 'nun =', i4) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
300 
c 
c 
293 
c 
c 
write ClO,*) acx:>usex>n(l), gao 
write ClO, *> acx:>usex>nC2), aploss · 
00 300 i=3 ,nf ft23 ,1 
write ClO, *) aoousex>n Ci) , acousex>n Ci) 
continue 
close ClO) 
read (5,293) i 
formatCil> 
call erscrn 
return 
82 
c 
c 
c 
end 
c showntell -
c 
C'------
C 
GRAHf ICS 
c Date Last Revision: 03-22-86 
c 
c----
c 
c This FOR'IRAN 77 source oode file oontains the 
subroutine which will 
c generate grcq:hical displays as desired cy- the 
S'IRUCIURE Oill user. 
c 
c----------~------· 
c 
subroutine showntell 
c 
real.*8 tampC1024),cbtracC1000), xstart, factor, 
sl.val.23 
c 
character*l split, pp:id, can, stype, stype23 ,split23 
c 
character*lO basnaml , basnam2 , basnam3 
c 
character*3 extl , ext2, ext.3 
c 
character*l4 f ilnarnl , f ilnam2, filnam3 
c 
OCIIlIOOn /patSl/ fol, tflol, tfhil, nunl, tamp, 
tP'taseC1024), 
2 f il.narnl , extl , basnaml 
c 
cannon /pat52/ 
stype23,split23,slval23,fo23,tflo23,tfhi23, 
2 m:m23 ,nfft23 ,nuntrac23 ,cbtrac, sunampC2048), 
suni:nase (2048) 
c 
canroon /pat525/ 
f ilnam2 , basnam2 , ext.2 , f il.nam3 , basnam3 , ext3 
c 
c 
c 
c 
oanm:>n /pat53/ tmampC600,1024),tmP'taseC600,1024) 
canm::>n /file/ amp C 4096) , i:nase C 40 96 > , nf ft, itype 
canrron /dat/ fo,tflo,tfhi,nun 
83 
395 call erscrn 
c 
c 
call filcursys 
write (6, *) ' 7. Return to Main Menu' 
write C6,*) ' ' 
write (6,400) 
400 format(x, 'Which file would you like to vi&1?') 
write (6 ,420) 
420 format(x, 'Please ~cify nun.her. ==> ',$) 
read (5,440) ians 
440 format C il) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
460 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
if C ians. a:i .1) then 
fo = fol 
tflo = tflol 
tfhi = tfhil 
nun = nunl 
itype = -1 
ch 460 i = 1, nun, 1 
amp(i) = tampCi> 
i;tiase Ci> = ti;hase Ci> 
continue 
call sinit 
call gplot 
else if Cians.e;:i.2> then 
call dis~imarry 
else if Cians.e;:i.3> then 
call dispfrEqary 
else if Cians.e;:i. 7) then 
return 
endif 
go to 395 
end 
84 
c 
c slatarray.for SLMfl' AIODIZATION TIME Mm.KY 
c 
c 
c Date Last_Rarision: 03-22-86 
c 
c-------- ----------~-
c 
c This FOR'IRAN 77 source CX>de file contains the routine 
which will 
c assemble a time/aooustic beanwidth ooordinate array 
file representing 
c a slant apodized transdurer for analysis. 
c 
c--------------~-------------------------------------
c 
c 
c 
subroutine sl.atarray 
integer*4 ict>uble 
rea.1*8 tampC1024) ,cbtracClOOO), xstart, factor, 
sl.val.23, cutoff 
c 
character*! split, ppad, cnn, stype, stype23 ,split23 
c 
character*lO ba.snarnl. , basnam2 , basnatn3 
c 
dlaracter*3 extl , ext2, ext3 
c 
character*l4 filnaml, filnam2, filnam3 
c 
cannon /patSl/ fol, tflol, tfhil, nunl, tamp, 
tthaseC1024), 
2 f ilnaml , extl , basnarnl. 
c 
oamron ./pat52/ 
stype23,split23,slval.23,fo23,tflo23,tfhi23, 
2 nlJ023 ,nf ft23 ,mmtrac23, cbtrac, sunamp (2048) , 
Slln!ilase (2048) 
c 
<XltlIIDn /pat525/ . 
f ilnam2 ,ba.snam2, ext2 , f ilnam3 , basnatn3 , ext3 
c 
OCJDJIDn /pat53/ t:mampC600,1024) ,tmi;tiaseC600,1024) 
c 
camoon /pat521/ isplitmm 
c 
c Slo~ Entry (Sloi;e of Slant) 
c 
85 
790 write (6,*) ' ' 
write (6,*) 'Please enter Slope of Slant.' 
write (6,*) ' -1.0 <=Slope <= 1.0' 
write (6,800) 
800 format(30x,' ==> ',$) 
read CS,810,err=790) slvaJ.23 
810 formatC:f9.7) 
if Cslval23.gt.l.O.or.slval23.lt.-l.0) goto 790 
c 
c Assenble Track Matrix 
c 
c 
c 
cbt:rac(l) = 1.0 
factor = slval23/Cnun23-l) 
xstart = O.S*Cl.O - slval23) 
cbtrac(2) = xstart 
cbtrac (3) = 0 .5* (l .O+sl val23) 
mmtrac23 = 3 
d:> 196 2 i = 1, nun23, 1 
cbtrac Cmmtrac23+1) = xstart + C i-1) *factor 
2 + 
O .S*tamp(i) *oosCtpiase Ci)> lats CcosCti;hase Ci)>> 
c 
nt.Jntrac23 = nt.Jntrac23 + 1 
c 
1962 continue 
c 
call sortmeCcbtrac,mmtrac23) 
c 
c Track Matrix Assembly 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
140 
c 
c 
d:> 140 i = 1, nt.Jntr ac23 , 1 
if (cbtrac(i).le.xstart+ld-15) then 
datapt = 1.0 
else 
endif 
continue 
call erscrn 
tmampCi,l) = 1.0 
datapt = o.o 
tmampCi,l> = O.O 
tmpiase Ci,l) = O .o 
write (6, *> •·Left Augnenting Elanents Finished. ' 
oo 1979 j = 1, nun23, 1 
86 
cutoff = xstart + Cj-1) *factor + ld-15 
2 + 
O .5 *tamp C j) *oos Cti;ilase C j) >/abs <cos Cti;hase C j) ) ) 
c 
Cb 1980 i = 1, nuntrac23, 1 
c 
if Ccbtrac(i) .le.cutoff) then 
tmarnpCi,Cj-l)*isplitnun+2) = 
1.0 
tmampCi,j*isplitnun+l) = 1.0 
else 
tmampCi,Cj-l)*isplitnun+2) = 
o.o 
c 
c 
1980 
c 
c 
tmampCi,j*isplitnun+l) 
endif 
tmi;:tiase Ci, C j+2) *ispl itnun+ 1) = O 
tmi;:ilaseCi,Cj+3)*isplitnun) = O 
continue 
if CnDdCj,10> .eq.O> then 
call erscrn 
write (6,1798) j, nun23 
= o.o 
1798 format (' Time Point Nunber ' , i4,' of ' , i4,' is 
finished. I) 
c 
endif 
c 
1979 continue 
c 
call erscrn 
write C6,*) 'NcM entering right augmenting elenents.' 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
1984 
cutoff = 5d-l*Cl.O+slva123) + ld-15 
c.b 1984 i = 1, ntJntrac23, 1 
if Ccbtrac(i).le.cutoff) then 
else 
endif 
datapt = 1.0 
tmampCi,mm23*isplitmm+2) = 1.0 
datapt = o.o 
tmampCi,nun23*isplitnun+2) = 0.0 
tmi;:tiaseCi,nun23*isplitnun+2) = 0.0 
oontinue 
87 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
call erscrn 
return 
end 
c mgatarrax 
~ 
~ GRaJND AIDDIZATION TIME 
c 
c----·---
c 
c late Last Revision: 03-22-86 
c 
c---~-------------·----~--·------
c 
c This FOR'.IRAN 77 source code file contains the code 
necessary to 
c assanble a time/aooustic beanwidth coordinate arr'¥ 
file which 
c represents a meandering ground apodized SM transducer 
for analysis. 
c 
c-----
c 
subroutine mgatarray 
c 
real.*8 tampC1024) ,cbtracC1000), xstart, factor, 
slval.23 
c 
character*l split, ppad, cx:m, _stype, stype23,split23 
c 
character*lO basnaml ' basnam2' basnam3 
c 
character*3 extl , ext2 , ext.3 
c 
character*l4 filnaml' filnam2, filnam3 
c 
camron /pat51/ fol, tflol, tfhil, nunl, tamp, 
tP1aseC1024), 
2 filnaml, extl' basnaml 
c 
camoon /pat52/· 
stype23,split23,slval23,fo23,tflo23,tfhi23, 
2 nun23,nfft23,nuntrac23,cbtrac, sunampC2048), 
suni;:hase (2048) 
c 
88 
canm:m /i;:at525/ 
f ilnam2 , basnam2, ext2 , f ilnam3 , basnam3 , ext3 
c 
CC111IOC>n /pat53/ tmampC600,1024),bni;ilaseC600,1024) 
c 
c:anrron /~ t5 21/ isp.l i tnun 
c 
c cbtrac array 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
cbtracCl) = 1.0 
mrntrac23 = l 
iafstat = l 
tampCm.ml+l) = 1.0 
tlilase Cnunl+l) = 180 
oo 1776 i = l, m.m23, 1 
if CtampCi> *cosCti:baseCi)) .gt.0.0) then 
ACTIVE WEIGHTm3 
nuntrac23 = nuntrac23 + l 
if Ciafstat.eq.l> then 
cbtracCnuntrac23) = 
tamp Ci) *cosCti:hase Ci>) I 
2 
abs Coos C tlilase Ci) ) > 
c 
else 
c 
cbtrac Cnuntrac23) = 1.0 
2 
tampCi>*cosCtiiiaseCi))/ 
3 
c 
c 
c 
c 
2 
abs Ccos Ctlilase Ci>>> 
endif 
if CtampCi+l) *oosCtiiiaseCi+l) > .ne. 
abs CtampC i+l) *oos Cti;:hase Ci+l> > > > 
3 iaf stat = - iaf stat 
endif 
1776 ex>ntinue 
c 
call sort:me Ccbtrac, nuntrac23) 
c 
89 
c 
c 
c 
c 
iafstat = 1 
j = 1 
d:> 1780 i = 1, nuntrac23, 1 
tmamp(i,j) = o.o 
tmi:baseCi,j) = o.o 
17 80 continue 
c 
c call disptimarry 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
00 1788 j = 1 I nlJD23 I 1 
if Ctamp(j) *oos Ctl,ilase (j)) .gt.O .0) then 
ACl'IVE WEIGHT~ . 
if Ciafstat.eq.l> then 
d:> 1792 i = 1, nuntrac23, 1 
c 
CcbtracCi) .le.absCtampCj))+ld-15) 
2 
c 
tmamp(i, Cj-1) *isplitnun+2) ·= 1.0 
tmamp(i,j*isplitnun+l) = 1.0 
tmampCi, Cj-1) *isplitnun+2) = o.o 
tmampCi,j*isplitnun+l) = o.o 
c 
if 
else 
endif 
tml,ilaseCi,Cj-l)*isplitnun+2) = O 
c 
1792 
c 
c 
tml,ilaseCi,j*isplitnun+l) 
else 
= 0 
continue 
then 
cb 1796 i = 1, nuntrac23, 1 
c 
if 
CcbtracCi).le.l.O-absCtampCj))+ld-15) 
90 
2 then 
c 
tmampCi,Cj-l)*isplitnun+2) = o.o 
tmampCi,j*isplitnun+l) = o.o 
else 
tmampCi,Cj-l)*isplitnun+2) = 1.0 
tmampCi,j*isplitnun+l) = 1.0 
endif 
c 
tm?iaseCi,Cj-l)*isplitnun+2) = O 
tmpiaseCi,j*isplitnun+l) 
c 
= 0 
1796 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
o.o 
0 
c 
1800 
c 
c 
1788 
c 
c 
c 
continue 
endif 
if CtarnpCj+l)*cosCti;:tiaseCj+l)).ne. 
2 
abs CtampCj+l) *cosCtpiaseCj+l) > > > 
3 iaf stat = - iaf stat 
j = 
else 
endif 
Cb 1800 i = 1, nuntrac23, 1 
tmampCi,Cj-l)*isplitnu:n+2) = 
tmampCi,j*isplitnun+l) = 0.0 
tmpiaseci,Cj-l)*isplitnun+2> = 
tmpiaseCi,j*ispl.itnu:n+l) = O 
continue 
cxmtinue 
isplitnun*nun23 + 2 
c.b 1808 i = 1, nuntrac23, 1 
tmampCi,j) = 0.0 
tmi;ilase Ci, j) = O 
91 
1808 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
oontinue 
return 
end 
c gdNtarray.for GENERALIZED DISTANCE WEIGHTJN; TIME 
ARRAY 
c 
c -------
c 
c Da.te Last Revision: 
c 
c------------- ~----~-
c 
03-22-86 
c This FOR'mAN 77 sour~ oode file oontains the 
subroutine which creates 
c a time/aex>ustic beanwidth array file to model a 
generalized distanoo 
c weighted SPW transducer. 
c 
c------------~~~~~-
c 
subroutine gd.vtarray 
c 
real*8 tampC1024),cbtracC1000), xstart, factor, 
s1. val.23, cutoff 
c 
character*l split, PJ;Bd, can, styi:e, stype23 ,split23 
c 
character*lO basnarnl. I basnam2 I basnam3 
c 
character*3 extl , ext2 ' ext3 . 
c 
character*l4 filnaml, filnam2, filnam3 
c 
canm:m /pat51/ fol, tflol, tfhil, nunl, tamp, 
ti;ilase C1024) , 
2 f ilnaml I extl I basnarnl. 
c 
oamoon /pat52./ 
stype23,split23,slval.23,fo23,tflo23,tfhi23, 
2 nllD23 ,nfft23 ,nlJtltrac23 ,cbtrac, SlltlampC2048), 
sun!hase (2048} 
c 
canroon /p;tt525/ 
filnam2 ,basnam2, ext2, f ilnam3 ,basnam3, ext3 
c 
92 
c 
canrrDn /pat53/ trnarnpC600,1024) ,tmJ;haseC600,1024) 
CXIIU'OOn /pa t521/ ispl i tnun 
c 
iafstat = -1 
cb:rac Cl) = 1.0 
nuntrac23 = 1 
c 
Cb 1812 i = 1, nun23, 1 
c 
then 
if CabsCtampCi)*cosCtiilaseCi))).le.l.0&-12) 
iti;:hs = -1 
else 
iti;:hs = 
tamp Ci) *cosCtiflase Ci>> labs CtampCi) *cos Ctiflase Ci)>> 
eOOif 
c 
if 
CabsCtampCi)).eq.l.OQand.absCtampCi+l)).ne.1.0) then 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
abs <tamp Ci>> 
c 
c 
else 
1.0 - al::sCtampCi>> 
c 
c 
c 
endif 
c 
1812 continue 
c 
iaf stat = -iafstat 
if Ciafstat*itJ;tis.eq.l) then 
nlllltrac23 = nuntrac23 + 1 
if Citi:hs.eq.l> then 
cbtrac Cnuntrac23) = 
else · 
cbtracCnuntrac23) = 
endif 
endif 
call sortmeCcbtrac,nuntrac23) 
c 
c track matrix 
93 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
iafstat = -1 
j = 1 
oo 1816 i = 1, nuntrac23, 1 
tmampCi,j) = 1.0 
tmlilase(i,j) = 0 
1816 continue 
c 
oo 1824 j = 1, m.m23, 1 
c 
then 
if CabsCtampCj)*cosCti:ilaseCj))).le.l.0&-12) 
itlils = -1 
else 
itlils = 
tamp(j) *cos Ctlilase (j)) /abs Ctamp(j) *oos Ctlilase (j))) 
endif 
c 
if 
CabsCtampCj)) .eq.l.O.and.absCtarnpCj+l)).ne.1.0) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
ld-09 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
2 iaf stat = - iafstat 
if Ciafstat*itii'ls.eq.l> then 
if C it:tils. a:j.l> then 
else 
cutoff = abs C tamp C j)) + ld-0 9 
else 
cutoff = 1.0 - abs CtampCj)) + 
endif 
if Citii'ls-~.l) then 
· cutoff = 1.0 
else 
cutoff = 0.0 
endif 
94 
c 
endif 
c 
oo 1828 i = 1, nuntrac23, 1 
c 
if < cbtrac < i) • le. cutaf f) then 
c 
tmarnpCi,Cj-l)*isplitnun+2) = 
1.0 
tmarnpCi,j*isplitnun+l) = 1.0 
else 
trnampCi,Cj-l)*isplitnun+2) = 
o.o 
c 
c 
1828 
c 
1824 
c 
c 
c 
c 
1836 
c 
j = 
tmampCi,j*isplitnun+l) 
endif 
tmi;haseCi,Cj-l)*isplitnun+2) = O 
tmP'laseCi,j*isplitnun+l) = O 
oontinue 
oontinue 
isplitnun*nun23 + 2 
oo 1836 i = 1, nuntrac23, 1 
trnampCi,j) = o.o 
tmi;hase Ci, j) = O 
continue 
return 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
end 
c sortme.for 
c 
= o.o 
c--------------------------------------------------------
c 
c Date Last Revision: 03-22-86 
c 
c-------------------
c 
c This FOR'mAN 77 source oode file contains a sorting 
subrot.¢ine which 
c will put the elements of an array in nunerical order 
95 
and eliminate 
c chuble occurrences of the same eJ..anent. 
c 
c----- --------------' 
c 
subroutine sortme(sortarray,isize) 
c 
c 
real.*8 sortarrayC4096) ,tenµ-iold 
integer*4 ichuble 
c 
d:> 1771 i = 1, isize, 1 
c 
2 
then 
c 
beyond' 
595 
559 
c 
c 
2 
to 1771 
c 
if CsortarrayCi) .lt.-ld-15.or 
.sortarray(i).gt.l.O+ld-15) 
endif 
write C6,*) ' .WARNIR;' 
write C6,*) 'A tap has extended 
write C6,*) ' the acoustic beanwidth.' 
read C5,559,err=595) ityi;ein 
format(il) 
if CsortarrayCi).lt.ld-15.or 
.sortarray(i).gt.l.O-ld-15) go 
ichuble = sortarray(i)*l0**9 + 0.5 
sortarray Ci) = id:>uble 
sortarrayCi) = CsortarrayCi> + 
0.00000001)/10**9 
c 
1771 continue 
c 
oo 1832 i = 2, isize, 1 
c 
c 
then 
c 
c 
c 
00 1836 j = i, 2' -1 
if CsortarrayCj-1).gt.sortarrayCj)) 
endif 
tani;ilold = sorta.rrayCj-1) 
sortarrayCj-1) = sortarrayCj) 
sortarray C j) = tanP1old 
96 
1836 
c 
1832 
c 
1671 
c 
00 1840 
c 
c 
c 
2 
c 
1846 
c 
c 
1844 
c 
2 
to 1846 
c 
c 
continue 
continue 
newsize = O 
i = 1, isize-1, l 
if Cnewsize.ne.0) go to 1840 
if Csortarray(i) .ge.l.O-ld-15) then 
newsize = i 
else if Csortarray Ci) • eq. sortarray Ci+ 1) • 
or.sortarrayCi).le.ld-15) then 
oo 1844 j = i, isize-1, l 
sortarray(j) = sortarrayCj+l> 
continue 
if CsortarrayCi>.a:i.sortarrayCi+l). 
or. sortarray Ci) • le.ld-15) go 
endif 
1840 continue 
c 
if Cnet1size.ne.O) isize = newsize 
c 
write C6,1253,err=l261) isize 
1253 format C' There are ', i3,' tracks.') 
go to 1721 
1261 write C6,*) 'There are too marw tracks.' 
1721 write (6, *> ' Display track-lx>ttan 
ooordinates? CY/N) ' 
read C5,1391,err=l445) aans 
1391 format Cal> 
if Caans.Eq. 'y' .or.aans.a:i. 'Y' > call 
displ.aysortCsortarray,isize,i,j) 
c 
1445 return 
c 
end 
c 
subroutine displaysortCsortarray, isize, i, j) 
c 
character*! aans 
97 
real *8 sortarray C 4096) 
c 
call erscrn 
c 
write (6,1232) 1s1ze,1,J 
1232 format C3x, 'isize = ', i3 ,3x, 'i = ', i3 ,3x, • J. = 
I I i3) 
c 
Cb 1111 1 = 1, isize, 1 
c 
write (6,2222) 1, sortarray(l) 
2222 formatC5x,i3,5x,f26.22) 
c 
1111 continue 
c 
write (6,*) ' "Return" to ex>ntinue. ' 
c 
3393 
3333 
read C5,3333,err=3393) itypein 
format < ilJ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
return 
end 
c pretarray. for :ERELIMINARY TIME ~ ASSDBLY 
CDMMANm 
c 
c----~---------------~ 
c 
c Date Last Revision: 
c 
c-------
c 
10-02-85 
c This FORIRAN 77 souroo CX>de file contains several 
canmands CDllfOC>n to 
c the assembly of all transduoor type time/acoustic 
beanwidt.h ex>ordinate 
c JOOdels. 
c 
c 
subroutine pretarray 
c 
real*S tampC1024),cbtrac{l000), xstart, factor, 
sl.va123 
c 
c 
character*! split, PfBd, cxm, stype, stype23,split23 
character*lO basnaml, ba.snam2, basnam3 
98 
c 
character*3 extl, ext2, ext3 
c 
character*l4 filnaml, f ilnam2, f ilnam3 
c 
cannon /pat51/ fol, tflol, tfhil, nun!, tamp, 
t};ilase(lQ24) I 
2 f ilnaml I extl I ba.snaml 
c 
CXIIlIOOn /i;a t5 21 
stype23,split23,slval23,fo23,tflo23,tfhi23, 
2 nlln23 ,nfft23 ,nuntrac23 ,cbtrac, sunampC2048), 
Slltl};ilase (2048) 
c 
canm:m /pa t525/ 
f ilnam2 I basnam2 I ext2 I f ilnam3 I basnam3 I ext3 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
cannon /pat53/ tmampC600,1024),t:m};ilaseC600,1024) 
canm::>n /pa t521/ ispl itnun 
canrcon I nval id I nval id 
real testIXMer2 
integer testf lag 
nun23 = nunl 
fo23 = fol 
tf lo23 = tf lol 
tfhi23 = tfhil 
basnam2 = basnaml 
ext2 = stype23//'ta' 
f ilnam2 = basnarn2/ I ' • 'I I ext2 
filnamJ = I I 
basnam3 = I I 
ext3 ='' 
999 write (6,*) • • 
write (6,998) 
998 formatCx,'Split or Unsplit Electrodes?==> ',$) 
read CS, 997, err=999) spl.it23 
997 formatCal) 
c 
if < spl. i t23 • eq. • s • • or. sp1 i t23 • eq. ' s' > then 
isplitnun = 2 
else if < spi it23 • eq. ' u' • or. spl it23 • eq. ' U' > then 
ispl. itnun = 1 
else 
ispl. i tnun = O 
99 
endif 
if Cisplitnun.eq.O> goto 999 
c 
995 write (6,*) ' ' 
write (6,980) nun23, filnaml 
980 formatCx, 'There are ',i3,' samples in • ,al.4, '. Please 
enter'> 
write {6,970> filnam2 
970 format(x, 'nunber of time samples J;er track desired for 
',al4,'.') 
write (6,960> isplitnun*nun23 + 2 
960 formatCx, 'Nunber must be a power of 2 and greater than 
',i3,'.') 
write (6,950) 
950 format(x,'Enter: ==>',$) 
read C5 ,940, err=995) nf ft23 
940 format C i4 > 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
if Cnfft23.lt.isplitnun*Cnun23+6)) goto 995 
testpower2 = nf ft23 
testf lag = O 
00 93 0 i = 1, 14, 1 
testpower2 = testpower2/2.0 
if Ctestpower2.eq.l.0) testflag = 1 
93 O continue 
c 
if Ctestflag.ne.l) goto 995 
c 
tfhi23 = tf lo23 + 
abs Ctfhi23-tflo23) * (nfft23-l) I< Cnun23-l) *isplitnun) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
return 
end 
c disptimarry.for 
c 
DISRAY TIME Mml\Y 
C'---------------·~~--------~----------------·-------
C 
c Date Last Revision: 
c 
03-22-86 
100 
c-------
c 
c This roR'IRAN 77 source oode file oontains the 
subroutine used 
c to display the data oontained in the systen time arrcw 
file. 
c 
c----~-------~~-----------~-· 
c 
subroutine disIX:imarcy 
c 
real*8 tampC1024) ,cbtrac(l000), xstart, factor, 
sl.val.23 
c 
character*l split,pp;td,cx:m,styi;e,stype23,split23,aans 
c 
dlaracter*lO basnaml, basnam2, 
basnaro3,aslantstat,antracks 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
character*ll chstr 
real *8 chm.m 
character*3 extl, ext2, ext3 
character*l4 filnaml,filnam2,filnam3,ai;x:>dstyle 
character*S tilt,apage 
character*8 aorig,atilo,atihi 
character*l2 asplitstat 
dlaracter*l3 atimepts 
character*l8 acenter 
character*32 atimsi;an 
dlaracter*72 datastring,blank,data2,data3 
camoon /choorw/ ch.str,dlnun 
canroon /patSl/ fol, tf lol, tfhil, nun!, tamp, 
ti:hase Cl024) , 
2 f il_naml f extl I basnaml 
c · 
camoon /pat52./ 
stype23,split23,sl.val23,fo23,tflo23,tfhi23, 
2 m.m23 ,nfft23 ,nuntrac23 ,cbtrac, sunampC2048) , 
101 
SlltlJ;ilase ( 2048) 
c 
CXJmirOn /p:tt525/ 
f ilnam2 I basnarn2 I ext2 If ilnam3 I basnarn3 I ext3 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
ca:nm:>n /i;at53/ tmampC600,1024) ,tm:EbaseC600,1024) 
caruron /file/ ampC4096) ,:Etiase (4096) ,nfft, itype 
cx:rnm:m Ida.ti fo, tf lo, tfhi,m:m 
CXJnIOOn /i:a t521/ ispl i tmm 
caruron I nval. id I nval. id 
blank = ' ' 
if Cbasnam2. 8.]. ' '> then 
write C6,*) ' ' 
write C6,*) 'A time file <i>es not exist in the 
system.' 
endif 
c 
write C6,*) 
return 
I I 
c apodization style 
c 
924 
950 
if C stype23 • eq. ' s' • or. stype23 • 8.]. ' S' ) then 
apodsty le = 'SLANT OJERLAP' 
dlnt1n = l.OOOOOl*slvaJ.23 
intval. = 0 
istrlen = 5 
call choonvC intval, istrlen> 
tilt= chstr 
else if Cstype23.8.]. 'm' .or.stype23.eq. 'M' > then 
apodstyle = 'ME.AND GND AIDD' 
tilt= ' WA I 
else if Cstype23 ·8:1· 'g' .or. stype23 .eq. 'G' > then 
apodsty le = 'GEN DIST WEIGH' 
tilt= I WA I 
else if C stype23 • a:,i. 'u' • or. stype23 • a:.i. 'U' > then 
apodstyle = 'UNILAT OJERLAP' 
else 
tilt= I WA I 
write C6,*) ' ' 
write C6,*) 'Incanpitible Structure ~-' 
write C6, *> ' ' 
read CS,950,err=924) itypein 
formatCil> 
return 
102 
c 
c 
endif 
aslantstat = 'SL= '//tilt 
if < spl i t23 • e:;i. ' s' • or • spl i t23 • e:;i. ' s' > then 
asplitstat = ' SPLIT TAPS ' 
else if (split23.e:;i. 'u' .or.split23.eq. 'U') then 
asplitstat = 'UNSPLIT TAPS' 
else 
write (6,*) ' ' 
write (6, *> 'Incanpatible Split Status' 
write < 6 , *) ' ' 
934 read (5,950,err=934) itypein 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
endif 
dmun = fo23 
intval = 0 
istrlen = 7 
call choonv(intval,istrlen) 
acenter = 'CENTER 'I I chstr Cl : 7) I I ' mz' 
dmun = nfft23 
intval = l 
istrlen = 4 
call choonv ( intval, istrlen) 
atimepts = chstrC1:4)//' TIME PI'S' 
dmun = m.m23 
intval = l 
istrlen = 3 
call choonv C intval, istrlen) 
aorig = chstrC1:3)//' ORIG' 
chnun = m.mtrac23 
intval = l 
istrlen = 3 
call choonv < intval, istrlen) 
antr acks = dlstr Cl: 3) I I ' '!RACKS' 
intval = 0 
istrlen = 8 
dmllll = tf lo23 
call choonv < intval, istrlen) 
atilo = chstr 
dmun = tfhi23 
call choonvCintval, istrlen) 
atihi = chstr 
atimspm ·= atilo//' 'IO '//atihi//' MClIBEx:: TIME' 
iplgenllll = O 
103 
c 
c 
c 
Cb 801 ifirsttime = 1, nvalid, 72 
lasttime = ifirsttime + 71 
if Clasttirne.gt. Cnun23+10) *isplitnun> 
if Clasttirne.gt.nvalid) 
c 2 
Cnum23+10)*isplitnLin 
2 
lasttirne = 
lasttime = nval id 
c 
c 
Cb 802 ifirsttrack = 1, nLintrac23, 20 
lasttrack = if irsttrack + 19 
if Clasttrack.gt.mmtrac23) lasttrack 
= m.mtrac23 
c 
call erscrn 
i~genLin = ipagenun + 1 
chnLin = ipagenLin 
intval = 1 
istrlen = 2 
call dlcorw C intval, istrlen) 
apage = 'J:G '//chstr 
write 
C6,190l)filnarn2,ap:>dstyle,asplitstat,aslantstat,acenter 
1901 format C3x, al.4,2x, al.4,2x, al.2,2x, al.0,2x, al.8) 
write C6,1902)atimepts,aorig,antracks,atimsp:m,apage 
1902 format C3x, al.3 ,2x, a8,2x,al.0,2x, a32,2x,a5) 
c 
write C6,*) ' ' 
write (6,1903) 
1903 format C3x, 'Bal'' ,sax, 'TIME CDORDINATE' > 
c 
if irsttime, 1 
c 
Cb 1951 i = 1, 1 + lasttime -
chm.m = i 
intval = l 
istrlen = 3 
call chconv C intval, istrlen) 
if Ci.eq.l) then 
datastring = dlstr(l:l) 
data2 = chstrC2:2) 
data3 = chstr (3 :3) 
else 
datastring = 
datastringCl:i-1)//chstrCl:l)//blank 
- data2 = 
data2Cl:i-l)//chstrC2:2)//blank 
data3 = 
104 
data3Cl:i-l)//chstrC3:3)//blank 
endif 
c 
1951 continue 
c 
write <-6, 190 4) data.string 
1904 forrnat(2x,''IRACK',x,a72) 
write (6,1905) data2 
1905 forrnatC2x, '-CDORD' ,x, a72) 
1906 
c 
c 
write (6,1906) data3 
format C 9x, a7 2) 
write (6, *) 
intval = l 
istrlen = l 
' I 
Cb 1969 i = if irsttrack, lasttrack, l 
c 
if 
CtmampCi,ifirsttime) .eq.O.Q) then 
chstr = '0 •I /blank 
else if 
CtmampCi,ifirsttime).Eq.1.0) then 
chstr = '+'I /blank 
else if 
CtmampCi, ifirsttime) .eq.-1.0) then 
chstr = '-'I /blank 
else 
chstr = '2'//blank 
endif 
c 
c 
datastring = dlstr Cl: l) I /blank 
Cb 1973 j = 1, lasttime -
if irsttime, 1 
c 
if 
CtmampCi,ifirsttime+j).eq.0.0) then 
else if 
CtmampCi,ifirsttime+j).eq.1.0) then 
else if 
CtmampCi,ifirsttime+j).Eq.-1.0) then 
c 
else 
endif 
datastring = 
chstr = '0' 
chstr ~ '+' 
dlstr = '-' 
dlstr = '2' 
105 
da.tastringCl:j)//chstrCl:l)//blank 
c 
1973 
c 
1907 
c 
1969 
c 
972 
c 
802 
c 
continue 
write (6,1907) cbtrac Ci) ,datastring 
formatCx,f6.4,x,a72) 
continue 
read C5,950,err=972) ity~in 
continue 
801 cxmtinue 
c 
895 call erscrn 
write C6, *) ' View a track? CY/N) ' 
884 read C5,874,err=884) aans 
874 format Cal) 
if Caans.a;i. 'y' .or.aans.Eq. 'Y' > then 
c 
856 
857 
) I) 
864 
go to 856 
c 
c 
c 
844 
c 
c 
c 
854 endif 
c 
write (6,857) nuntrac23 
format Cx, 'Enter Track Nunber C l < n < ' , i3, ' 
write (6,*) ' or "c" to oontinue :=>' 
read C5,864,err=854) itracknun 
format(i3) 
if C itracknun. gt.m.mtrac23 .or. itracknun. lt.l) 
fo = fo23 
tf lo = tf lo23 
tfhi = tf hi23 
nun= nfft23 
it.ype = -1 
00 844 j = 1, nfft23, l 
amp( j) = ttnCl!lp C itracknlln, j) 
i;nase (j) = tm~ase Citracknun, j) 
cx:mtinue 
call sinit 
call gplot 
go to 895 
795 call erscrn 
106 
write (6,*) ' Vi&1 a section of time beam profile? 
(Y/N) I 
784 read C5,874,err=784) aans 
if Caans. eq. 'y' • or. aans. eq. 'Y' > then 
c 
713 
desired 
2 
764 
write (6,713) nfft23 
formatCx,'Enter time ex>lumn nunber for section 
( 1 ( t ( I f i4 f I ) I ) 
write (6,*) ' or "c" to ex>ntinue :=>' 
read CS, 764, err=? 54) itimenun 
format(i4) 
fo = fo23 
tflo = O 
tfhi = 1 
767 write (6,*) ' Please enter desired grcq;ti 
resolution, ' 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
write C6, *> ' an integer less than 4096.' 
read CS,764,err=767) nun 
if Cnun.gt.4096.or.nun.lt.l) go to 767 
itype = -2 
Cb 744 j = 1, nun, l 
cutoff = floatCj) /float(nl.Jil) 
iswitch = o 
Cb 749 i = 1, nuntrac23, l 
if 
CcbtracCi) .ge.cutoff .and. iswitch.eq.O> then 
c 
tmamp Ci, itimenun> 
tmi;ilase Ci, itimem.rn> 
c 
c 
749 
c 
744 
c 
c 
oontinue 
oontinue 
call sinit 
call gplot 
go to 795 
endif 
ampCj> = 
piaseCj) = 
iswitdl = l 
107 
c 
754 endif 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
return 
end 
c cli.spfreqary.for 
c 
c-----
c 
c Date Last Revision: 
c 
c---
c 
DISPLAY FREQUENCY ARRAY 
10-03-85 
c This FORIRAN 77 source code file cxmtains the 
subroutine which makes 
c any structurecad transducer frequency array nodel 
visually accessible 
c to the user. 
c 
C'-------
C 
subroutine dispf reqacy 
c 
rea.1*8 tampC1024) ,cbtracClOOO), xstart, factor, 
slval.23, rnorm, 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
2 inorm, normden, normconst 
d>.aracter*l split,ppid,cx:m,stype,stype23,split23,aans 
dlaracter*lO basnaml, basnam2, basnam3 
d>.aracter*3 ext.I, ext2, ext3 
d>.aracter*l4 filnaml, filnam2, filnam3 
canroon /p:t t51/ fol , tf lol , tf hil , m.ml , tamp, 
ti;ilase ( 40 96) I 
2 f ilnaml I ext.I I basnamJ. 
c 
oamoon /pat52/ . 
stype23,split23,slval23,fo23,tflo23,tfhi23, 
2 mm23,nfft23,nuntrac23,cbtrac, sunampC2048), 
suni;ilaseC2048>' 
c 
CCllUOOn /pat525/ 
f ilnam2 I basnam2 I ext2 If ilnam3 I basnam3 I ext3 
108 
c 
c 
c 
CXlnIOC>n /i;:at53/ tmampC600,1024),bnP'laseC600,1024) 
canIIDn /file/ arnpC4096) ,Itiase (4096) ,nfft, itype 
cxrnnvn Ida.ti fo,tflo,tfhi,mm 
write (6,*) 'Return for sun of track resp:mses 
display' 
235 read C5,225,err=235) itypein 
225 format ( il) 
c 
c 
fo = fo23 
tf lo = tf lo23 
tfhi = tf hi23 
nun = nf ft23 
nf ft = nf ft23 
itype = 1 
Cb 245 i = 1, nfft23, 1 
anpCi) = sunamp(i) 
i;tiase Ci) = suni;:hase Ci) 
245 continue 
c 
c 
call sinit 
call gplot 
call erscrn 
613 write C6,*) ' Return for sun of s;iuares of anplitudes 
disp.ley' 
read C5,225,err=613) itypein 
Cb 644 i = 1, nfft23, 1 
amp Ci) = aoond Ci) 
i;tiase Ci> = O .o 
644 oontinue 
call sinit 
call gplot 
c 
895 call erscrn 
write C6, *> ' View a track? CY/N> ' 
884 read (5,874,err-=884) aans 
87 4 format Cal) 
c 
856 
857 
) I) 
864 
if Caans. eq. 'y' . or. aans. eq. 'Y') then 
write {6,857) nuntrac23 
formatCx, 'Enter Track Nl.lllber C 1 < n < 1 ,i3,' 
write C6,*) ' or "c" to oontinue :=>' 
read C5,864,err=854) itracknun 
formatCi3> 
if C itracknun.gt.m:mtrac23 .or. itracknun. lt.l) 
109 
go to 856 
c 
c 
c 
844 
c 
c 
c 
854 endif 
c 
fo = fo23 
tf lo = tf lo23 
tf hi = tfhi23 
nun= nfft23 
i~ = 1 
00 844 j : 11 nfft23 I 1 
amp(j) = bnamp(itracknum, j) 
i;tiase (j) = tmp-iase (itracknun, j) 
oontinue 
call sinit 
call gplot 
go to 895 
795 call erscrn 
write (6, *) ' View beam profile for a °" ini:ut ? 
CY/N) ' 
784 read (5,874,err=784) aans 
if Caans.e::i. 'y' .or.aans.e::i. 'Y' > then 
c 
write (6,713) tfhi23 
713 format(x, 'Enter approximate frequency desired 
2 ( Q < t < I ,f9.4, I ) 1 ) 
write (6,*) ' or "c" to oontinue :==>' 
read CS,764,err=754) aprxfreq 
764 formatCf9.4) 
ifra:inun = aprxf req* Cnfft23-l) /tfhi23 
fo = fo23 
tf lo = O 
tfhi = 1 
767 write C6, *) ' Please enter desired grai;h 
resolution, ' 
c 
723 
c 
c 
c 
write (6,*) ' an integer less than 4096.' 
read CS,723,err=767) nun 
if Cnun.gt.4096.or.nun.lt.l) go to 767 
formatCi4) 
i~ = 2 
tb 744 j = 1, nllil, 1 
cutoff = floatCj) /float(nlJll.) 
110 
c 
iswitch = o 
c 
oo 749 i = 1, nuntrac23, 1 
c 
if 
CcbtracCi> .ge.cutoff.and.iswitch.eq.O) then 
c 
tmampCi,ifreqnun> 
tm:EilaseCi,ifreqnun> 
c 
c 
749 
c 
744 
c 
c 
c 
754 endif 
c 
oontinue 
oontinue 
call sinit 
call gplot 
go to 795 
write (6,11) nun, nfft 
endif 
amp(j) = 
};tlase ( j > = 
i&iitch = 1 
11 format C ' nun = ' , i4 , ' , nf ft = ' , i4 , ' • ' > 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
nun= nfft23 
nf ft = nf ft23 
write (6,11) nun, nfft 
return 
end 
111 
APPENDIX B 
LISTING FOR "CALCOND" 
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c 
c CALCDND.FOR 
c 
"CALculate CDNDuctance" 
c ---------------------~------·---------------~--------
c 
c Date Last Revision: 3-16-86 
c 
c ------------------------------------------------------
c 
c Written by A.J. Vigil 
c 
c --------------~------~----------------------------
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine c:alcx>r'Xl Cgao) 
r ea.l dlElitY 
character f il in *20, txtda t *6, cp;tuse *l 
cnmoon /file/ ampC4096), i;:hase (4096), nfft, itype 
cannr:m /dat/ fo, tflo, tfhi, nl.IIl 
mcacon I ooriiuct/ acousoon C 40 96 > , rksq, vo, be/, cs, 
eta, splfoond, 
c 
c 
c 
2 aploss, rho 
racousooef = 2.0*rksq*cs*tw"'Vo 
call erscrn 
c terminal input 
c 
write(6,*) ' <*****************>' 
write(6,*) ' < SYSTEM READ >' 
writeC6,*) ' <*****************>' 
write(6,*)' 
100 writeC6,1010> 
1010 formatCx,'ENl'ER Aooustic Conductance input file 
name : => ' , $ > 
readCS,1000,err=lO) filin 
1000 formatCa20) 
if(filin. ~·' ') return 
opmClO,file=filin, status= 'old' ,err=lO> 
goto 20 
10 writeC6,*)' ' 
writeC6,*) 'ERROR-RFADIN-FINOEO: file not found' 
writeC6, *> ' ' 
goto 100 
c 
113 
c read in file data 
c 
20 r&1ind (10> 
c 
c test for file format, if the file canes fran 
c the structure programs it will have "icont= XX" 
c as its first entry. If so ignore this record 
c 
readCl0,1991,err=lO,end=lO) txtdat 
1991 formatCx,a6) 
c 
c 
c 
if Ctxtdat. eq. 'icont=' .or. txtdat. eq. 'ICDNT= ') then 
continue l this read sets p:>inter to itype 
else 
rewind ClO> l regular file, reset and <;p 
errlif 
readCl0,1902,err=lO,end=lO) idl.IIl 
read ClO ,1901,err=lO, end=lO> dlJnilY 
read Cl0,1901,err=lO,end=lO> dlJnilY 
readCl0,1901,err=lO,end=lO) dlJnilY 
read Cl0,1902,err=lO ,end=lO) idl.IIl 
1901 formatCx,6x,el7.9) 
1902 formatCx,6x,i4> 
c 
c 
c 
read ClO, *,err=lO,erx:l=lO> acouscon(l), gao 
read ClO, *, err=lO ,erx:l=lO> acousoon (2) , aploss 
123 writeC6,1005) filin 
writeC6,1003) gao,aploss 
1005 formatCx,///,x,'File Parameters for ',al.O,' :') 
1003 format(x,/,x,'Acoustic Conductance file -
Gaer=' ,:fll.6, 
2 I, I AELOOS= I, fl.1.6) 
1006 formatCx,///) 
c 
ch 300 i=3 ,nfft 
readClO, *,err=lO,end=lO> acousconCi>, dlJnilY 
acouscon Ci) = racouscoef *acousoon Ci) 
300 continue 
c 
close Cuni t=lO> · 
c 
gao = racousooef*gao 
c 
writeC6,1003) gao,aploss 
write (6, *> ' racouscoef = ' , racouscoef 
c 
114 
115 
read (5,295) iins 
295 format Cil) 
c 
return 
end 
c 
APPENDIX C 
EIGEN WINDOW FILTER DATA 
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TABLE IV 
EIGEN WINDOW FILTER PARAMETERS 
Coupling Coefficient .056 
Acoustic Velocity 3927 meters/sec. 
Acoustic Beamwidth 50 A 
0 
Finger Capacitance 5.4 pF./cm. 
Metal Resistivity 0.2 Ohms/sq. 
Center Frequency 79 MHz. 
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Figure 38. Amplitude Weighted Eigen Window Filter Data. 
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TABLE V 
LOW SHAPE FACTOR FILTER PARAMETERS 
Coupling Coefficient 
Acoustic Velocity 
Acoustic Beamwidth 
Electrode Capacitance 
Metal Resistivity 
Center Frequency 
TABLE VI 
.056 
3925 meters/sec. 
35 A 
0 
5.7 pF./cm. 
0.18 Ohms/sq. 
60 MHz. 
APODIZATION LOSS DATA FOR SECOND TRANSDUCERS 
OF LOW SHAPE FACTOR FILTERS. 
TRANSDUCER TYPE 
Beam Centered Overlap 
Slant Centered Overlap 
Beam Spread Overlap 
Gen. Dist. Weighting 
APODIZATION LOSS 
1.1907 dB. 
1.4944 dB. 
0.6329 dB. 
0.5869 dB. 
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Figure 46. Low Shape Factor Filter Beam Centered 
Overlap Transducer Structure. 
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Figure 47. 
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I 
Low Shape Factor Filter Slant Centered 
Overlap Transducer Structure. 
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